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Egypt’s Arabism: A…mad ∞asan az-ZayyÇt: From Islam’s Community 

to the wide Pan-Arab Nation in the 1930s and1940s*

The Delimitation of the Arab Nation

Az-ZayyÇt often felt strong supra-Arab Islamic community emotions in top-

ical contemporary contexts and perpetuated themes about pristine classical

Islam from the old pre-World War I type of political pan-Islamism in Egypt.

He carried forward Al-Af©ÇnÈ’s identification with the world-wide military

conquests of the early Muslim Arabs, and the universalist Islamic states

(empires) that they founded almost overnight. This supra-Middle Eastern

scope of the classical Arabs’ role posed problems for the rigorous territorial-

ization of an Arab nation indispensable for a viable Arab nationalism in

Egypt.

Az-ZayyÇt presented the classical Arabs’ sweeping conquests as an

Islamic ideological action. In regard to ‘Uqba Ibn NÇfi‘, halted by the

Atlantic Ocean after conquering North Africa, the conquest was of the mod-

ern Arab homeland’s Maghribi western wing and thus territorially corre-

sponded to concepts of the twentieth century’s secular unitary Arab nation-

alists. However, Az-ZayyÇt gave parity with ‘Uqba to Qutayba al-BÇhilÈ

conquering far from any twentieth century Arab lands deep into Turkic

Central Asia (BilÇd al-AtrÇk) towards China under a religious inspiration:

“my confidence in the victory Allah confers”.1 The model classical Arabs

thus delimited no clear territorial boundaries for a modern Arab homeland.

Az-ZayyÇt’s strong sense of Muslim brotherhood and of the scope of the

classical Arabs’ Islamic universal state fostered his very open, fluid concep-

tion of Arab nationality as something acquirable through adoption of a lan-
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* In this article the author develops his ideas presented in “Rocznik Orientalis-
tyczny” XLIX, 1996, pp.61-98.
1 FÈ ∂ikrò Mawlid ar-RasËl: ‘alÇ μabal an-NËr (“On the Occasion of the Prophet’s
Birthday: On the Mountain of Light”), written 2 January 1950, “Wa…y” vol. 3, p.
173.



guage and the associated religion (Islam). He tended to regard current popu-

lations that had once undergone rule by the classical Arabs and in the process

accepted Islam and Arabic as a literary, second, language, as Arab. He could

identify with an Arab ethnic distinctiveness that preceded Islam but which

universalistic Islamic roles thenceforth denied stable territoriality and dera-

cialized. In a I933 article commemorating the birthday of the Prophet

Mu…ammad, Az-ZayyÇt wrote that the “natural selection” of their harsh

peninsular environment had made the Arabians in their paganism a race of

“supermen” in “vitality, arid perfection of manhood and clarity of percep-

tion". In their parochial peninsula, though, they had misdirected their vitali-

ty into internecine feuding; once Islam and Mu…ammad united.them and

they became world leaders of Islam without any territorial limits, other

racially non-Arab populations entered the Arab nation. Conversion to Islam

brought together the diverse populations who later amalgamated into the

new expanded Arab nation. “The different peoples whom the personality of

the Arabs melted into one and the culture of the Arabs stamped attained

brotherhood and unity only by following Mu…ammad’s way [method, pro-

gram: minhaΔ] and guidance”2.

Steeped as he was in Arabic literature, Az-ZayyÇt’s discursive essays

wove nationality issues under classical Islam even into his discussions of

problems that beset Egypt a thousand years later. In 1941, while repudiating

the multi-party parliamentarist system as divisive and malfunctional in

Egypt, he again imaged that the human composition of the classical Arab

nation had been open-ended, incorporative, expansive and shifting, like the

frontiers of its action. The bitter internal party-political divisions setting

Egyptians at loggerheads in 1941 were culturally “inherited” (mawrË@) over

a millennium of history from the divisive partisan “fanaticisms” (‘a^abiyya)

that had “ruined the entity of the Arabs and enfeebled the structure of Islam”

in the classical period. The partisan conflicts were over interests of personal

or sectional power, not valid differences over “principles to set the world

right and strengthen religion”. Mu…ammad during his mission held in check

the consistent tendency of the Arabs towards partisan division. With its

resurgence upon his death, “the Arabs became divided up into HÇ‰imites and

Umayyads, then into Qaysites and Yamanites, then between ‘AlÈ’s party and

‘AbbÇsids, then, between Arabists and ·u‘Ëbis”. Az-ZayyÇt thus refused to

accept the statement of the ·u‘Ëbis - those who affirmed non-Arab national-

ities under classical Islam – that they (or the populations from which they

sprang) were non-Arabs. He treated the dispute between ·u‘Ëbis and cham-

pions of the Arab party in the ‘AbbÇsid era as a sectional internal division
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2 fiikr al-Mawlid (“On the Prophet’s Birthday”), written for “Ar-RisÇla", 1
December I933; “Wahy” vol. l, p. 31.



that got out of hand within ,the Muslim-Arab quasi-national group like the

bitter party-politics dividing Egyptians in the 1940s: both conflicts although

separated by one thousand years and occurring on different continents equal-

ly instanced a common “lust for power [...] divisiveness of the Arabs of all

periods and lands”3. Clearly, Az-ZayyÇt would find it hard to think of the

Egyptians of his day and the far-extending classical Arabs as separate com-

munities. In 1945, during the difficult negotiations for the formation of the

League of Arab States, Az-ZayyÇt urged the contemporary “leaders of the

Arabs” to unite: he referred to the classical division between Arabists and

·u‘Ëbis as one past pointless internal Arab division that had disastrous con-

sequences4.

The high literature and societies in which the classical Arabs led over-

flowed into Az-ZayyÇt’s analyses of the issues facing Egypt and the Middle

East in his time. He registered real sustained interactions, and ensuing con-

ceptual blurring of Arabness, under classical Islam when he accepted as part

of that historical Arab nation not simply those populations that got com-

pletely Arabized, but also others, the Persians or Furs most notably, that

retained separate native tongues and for whom non-Arab ·u‘ËbÈ poets and

writers proclaimed countering non-Arab nationality in the Umayyad and

early ‘AbbÇsid periods5. The religion of Islam disposed Az-ZayyÇt to per-
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3 Al-‘A^abiyya dÇ’unÇ #l-mawrË@ (“Partisan Division is Our Inherited Disease”),
written for “Ar-RisÇla” on 21 March 1941; vol. 2, pp. 266–268. The ethnic and ter-
ritorial ‰u‘Ëbi but also Arabist self-identifications of Iranians from various social
categories in the Umayyad and ‘AbbÇsid empires – poets and (rapidly Arabizing)
Irano-Aramaen clerks in Al-‘IrÇq and Syria, commoners and landlords on the
Iranian plateau – were reviewed by Mottahedeh (1976). Ba‰‰Çr Ibn Burd, a poet who
fascinated Az-ZayyÇt, did declare himself to the Caliph Al-MahdÈ as Arab in lan-
guage and clothes, while identifying with his far-off Iran region of origin,
TuÆaristÇn. Roy P. Mottahedeh, The Shu‘ubiyyah Controversy and the Social
History of Early Islamic Iran, IJMES vol. 7 (1976), pp. 161-182. Cf. von
Grunebaum, Medieval Islam, pp. 202–206.
4 Az-ZayyÇt, U∂kurË, yÇ zu‘amÇ’ al-‘Arab (“Rember o Leaders of the Arabs”), 8
January 1945; “Wa…y” vol.3, p. 13.
5 Az-ZayyÇt’s attitude that the use of Arabic made Persians or individuals descend-
ed from the Arabs under clsssical Islam could cite teachings ascribed in the period to
the Prophet and the early Muslims. When Mu…ammad heard “a hypocrite” (sic!)
denigrate the Arabness of his pious follower SalmÇn the Persian he was said to have
ruled that “the Lord is One, and (your) progenitor one, none among you derives
Arabness from father or mother: it is only language so that whoever speaks Arabic is
an Arab”. Al-Wa¬‘ al-lu©awÈ wa-…aqq al-mu…da@Èna fÈhi (“Linguistic Innovation
and the Right of the Moderns to Exercise It”), text of the lecture delivered to an
Arabic Language Academy conference on 26 December 1949; “Wa…y” vol. 3, pp.
177-178. Nicholson viewed such hadiths as concocted by that sector of ‘AbbÇsid-
period Persians determined to Arabize “as clients affiliated to an Arab tribe, they



ceive the classical and modern populations of North Africa and the Middle

East in a unitary way in which the core Arab ethnic group blurred out into

wider Muslim populations among which Arabic had currency at some point.

During his 1941 treatment of ‘a^abiyya, religious emotions blurred demar-

cation between the core “entity of the Arabs” (kiyÇn al-‘Arab) and the other

populations comprising the classical wider religious community of the

Muslims. Thus, the term umma in Az-ZayyÇt’s Qur’Çn-adapting characteri-

zation of the Arabs/classical Muslims (”God made them a Middle Nation,

they believe in Allah and in the Last Day and command the good, forbid the

bad and vie in good deeds”) could almost equally denote: 

(a) a culturally and ethnically heterogeneous religious Muslim nation in

which all would acquire some Arab characteristics through the religion or

(b) a nation equally Arab and Muslim to which some originally non-Arab

groups had been attached and comprehensively assimilated at some time.6

Such quasi-universalist religious community emotion made it harder for

him to demarcate or bound the Arab or Arabic-speaking Muslims either ter-

ritorially or demographically. As old Arabic works around him recounted,

Iranian elites and sectional strata of various types, in Iran proper as well as

amidst much larger numbers of Arabs in Iraq, had adopted and developed

Arabic as their medium of administration, law, intellectual life and poetry

under the ‘AbbÇsids in particular. But parallel with the decline of the Arab

‘AbbÇsid Caliphate, destroyed by the Mongols in 1258 the development of

Persian as a literary language between the tenth and twelfth centuries made

the displacement of Arabic possible in Persian-speaking lands beyond Iraq

outside the sphere of religious Revelation, theology and law common to all

the Islamic umma. The Iranians were the most striking instance of reversal in

Islam’s late classical and post-classical age of the wide linguistic and cultur-

al Arabization to which the Arabs had led so many nationalities - and Riza

Shah attempted Atatürk-like de-Arabization of Farsi itself7. Such post-clas-
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assumed Arab names and [...] provided themselves with fictitious pedigrees, on the
strength of which they passed for Arabs”: A Literary History of the Arabs, pp. 279, 281.
6 Az-ZayyÇt, Al-‘A^abiyya...; “Wa…y” vol. 3, p. 267. His Arabic description of the
classical Arabs and Muslims was: μa‘alahum AllÇhu ummatan wasa†an,
yu’minËna bi-AllÇhi wa-#l-yawmi #l-aÆiri wa ya’murËna bi-#l-ma‘rËfi wa-yan-
hawna ‘an #l-munkar wa-yusÇri‘Ëna fi-#l-ÆayrÇt, adapted from the Qur’Çn’s two
suras Al-Baqara (2:143) and Å1 ‘ImrÇn (3:114).
7 The rise of a secularist Iranian nationalism that was anti-Arab in its view of histo-
ry and came, to be promoted with resources of government under the Pahlavis was
examined in Homayoun Katouzian, Nationalist Trends in Iran, 1921-1926, IJMES
1979, pp. 533-551 and by John R. Perry in: Language Reform in Turkey and Iran,
IJMES 1985 pp. 295-311. Perry’s study stressed the limitations placed upon the
drive of Shah Riza and hard-line ideologues to de-Arabize Farsi by silent obstruc-
tion from the linguists and grammarians appointed to the institutions that were sup-
posed to transform the language.



sical diversification of Islamic cultures and literary languages did not, -how-

ever, register much on the Arab-centric classicist Az-ZayyÇt. Yet he some-

times hoped that the modern descendants of those Iranians might be

involved in the contemporary moves for “Arab” unity that he publicized in

terms of his own literature-determined assumptions.

Az-ZayyÇt’s blurring of Arabs into Persian or other Muslims whose daily

speech was not Arabic for his own (as well as Islam’s classical) age would be

patronized as confused or atavistic by post-1952 Egyptian pan-Arabs, more

secular. However, Arab states in West Asia and Muslim Iran and Turkey had

been forming regional groupings that aroused interest among Liberal

Constitutionalists governing Egypt: for instance, the Sa‘dabad Non-

Aggression Pact, signed on 4 July 1937 by Turkey, Iran, Afghanistan and

Iraq, was designed to create a regional bloc to withstand Great Power inter-

ference whether from the growing Mediterranean ambitions of fascist Italy

or from the traditional Middle Eastern rivalry of Britain and Russia8. Three

years later, in 1940, Az-ZayyÇt hailed discussion among “some Arab cir-

cles” for an undoubtedly pro-Allied “Arab Alliance” (∞ilf ‘ArabÈ), immedi-

ately because such a grouping of states would strengthen the individually

weak Afro-Asian member-countries against expansionist fascisms.

According to the “Al-AhrÇm” report as cited by Az-ZayyÇt, (it seems at that

stage non-Egyptian, Asian) “Arab circles” visualized that the Alliance

would embrace Egypt, Syria, Palestine, Iraq and Al-∞iΔÇz: later, however.,

“it might expand to cover Iran and Afghanistan”. Taking up the proposal of

confederation, Az-ZayyÇt tightened it into a loose state-federation some-

what wider than the Arab entity: to ward off the perils facing small states in

a world of war and violence “let there be between neighboring lands such as

the fourteen peoples of Islam something parallel to the united foreign policy,

the common defence and the law-giving constitution shared by the forty

eight United States”9.

Az-ZayyÇt’s community responses in the 1940 article to moves for an

“Arab Alliance” were not thought through or consistent: he alternated but in

other places also blended divergent Arab and wider Muslim unificatory dri-
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8 George Kirk, The Middle East in the War (London: OUP 1952) pp. 489-490. One-
and-a-half years after it was formed, Liberal Prime Minister Mu…ammad Ma…mËd
in 1939, war menacing, proposed to cabinet that Egypt join the Sa‘dabad Pact:
Baykal in his memoirs claimed to suspect that Britain was promoting that Pact, as it
later supposedly promoted the formation of the Arab League, in order to hold con-
trol of the region. Mu…ammad ∞usayn Haykal, Mu∂akkirÇt fÈ #s-siyÇsa al-
Mi^riyya, 2 vols. (Cairo 1951-1953), vol. 2, p. 147. For British obstruction of pan-
Arabism, and the development of the Arab League. See fn. 42.
9 Ummat at-taw…Èd tatta…id (“The Nation of Monotheism is Uniting”), written 11
November 1940, “Wahy” vol.2, p. 243.



ves. On one hand, he voiced a sharp awareness of (Muslim) Arabs as a high-

ly specific entity in the sphere of the world community of Muslims. Giving a

particular impression of coherence and solidity was his term “the Arab

body” (al-Δism al-‘arabÈ) but Az-ZayyÇt elsewhere used the less organic-

sounding “Arab world” and “the Arab nations” to describe the populations to

be unified. Less directly religious factors for political community are indi-

cated in the items: blood, lineage, the geographical continuity of neighbor-

ing (mutaΔÇwira) states and implicitly but with centrality shared (Arabic)

language10. There was the potential for a delimited national Arab political

community here. On the other hand, Az-ZayyÇt clearly hoped that the

regional drawing-together of states sharing common human characteristics

of Arab speech and “the link of blood” might also lead to a wider

religious.Islamic political bloc or confederation. His choice for the article of

the title “The Nation of Monotheism is Uniting” underscored his teleologi-

cal sense of the Divine unfolding in history, particularly Arab history, that

made it so hard for him to narrowly or rigorously define “the Arab world”

(al-‘Çlam al-‘arabÈ) whose unification the discussions were supposed to ini-

tiate. (The term monotheism or tawhÈd had moreover been consistently

applied by Arab Muslim theologians to distinguish the belief of Muslims in

one God from Christian trinitarianism: Az-ZayyÇt did not often even phrase

his pan-Arabism to make unification palatable to Coptic and other Arab

Christians). Fascist propaganda broadcasts in Arabic, he observed, held out

an alliance between the Axis and “Islam” – the Arab nationalist movements

opposing the dominance, colonial and overt or disguised, of Britain and Free

France. In response, he denounced the Axis as an expansionist “union orga-

nized by Satan of Nazism, Fascism and paganism/idolatry (al-wa@aniyya)”:

the forthcoming Arab-Muslim confederation had to stand with the Allies. In

1940, to the Satanic confederacy of pro-Fascist states and forces that have

“disbelieved in God’s laws” and plunged the world into war, he opposed a

pan-Arab “Union designed by Allah out of the link of blood and the lineage

of the spirit”11.

Az-ZayyÇt’s thought on questions relating to ethnicities and nationhood,

then, unfolded over the years within his persistently Islamic perception of

current history. He was aware of secular Arab attributes such as “blood” but

shared religion reinforced them within the Arab entity and could attach to it

contiguous Muslim populations of mainly non-Arabic daily speech, as he

saw things in the early 1940s. The thousand-years-old memories from the

classical high literature fogged increased self-differentiation of Persians
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from Arabs under Riza Shah. In the 1940s, Az-ZayyÇt felt Muslim Iran

belonged in an Arab confederation; however, he gradually differentiated

Persian, Turkish and Arab nationalities much more. He came to separate

pan-Arab and multi-national pan-Muslim communities as different planes

of political community. Nonetheless, he still proposed a wider Islamic as dis-

tinct from a narrowly Arab grouping or association of states more than once

over the years. In 1947, after the League of Arab States had been formed with

headquarters in Egypt, Az-ZayyÇt dropped the impulse for a widening-out of

the Arab grouping into an alliance of – contiguous – Islamic states: instead,

he proposed a simultaneous Islamic League to supplement the Arab League.

Multi-national pan-Islam still pulled at his emotions but had become loose,

territorially unbounded and global, distinct from the regional integration

now narrowed to the contiguous areas of daily Arabic speech only. Az-

ZayyÇt in 1947 exulted at what he rather precipitately interpreted as more

distant manifestations of Islam’s “resurrection” (inbi‘Ç@): the independence

movement of Indonesia and the establishment of the Islamic State of

Pakistan, two examples China’s Muslims would in their turn soon follow to

establish “the second-most Islamic State in strength and number”. Although

Az-ZayyÇt sometimes showed awareness of historical, regional, cultural or

racial bonds between Muslim peoples, the religious perspective is here, as

elsewhere, consistent. The “pan-Islamism” of the new states is the conse-

quence of the discredit into which “contradictory” man-made ideologies and

laws had fallen: “humanity’s sense of loss for that Divine Order which can

direct its steps”. With imperialist Europe (Az-ZayyÇt mentions Holland as

well as England and France) enfeebled and discredited by the late World War,

even laicist Turkey in the end “will turn (again] to the East and its politicians

return to Islam: Turkey will furnish the bloc of Islamic States with spirit and

aid". On that day the believers will rejoice to see God’s word Supreme, His

bond the firmest and His party victorious12. Like Iran, Turkey was contigu-

ous with some of the lands of daily Arabic speech, and from classical Islam
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12 Al-μÇmi‘a al-IslÇmiyya hiya #1-©Çya (“The Islamic League is the Aim”), written
for “Ar-RisÇla”, 30 June I947; “Wa…y” vol.3, pp. 230-l.
13 Al-μÇ…i≤ offered favorable images of the intelligence and fighting spirit of Turks
in order to win Turkish soldiers who had migrated into Iraq due respect as a more and
more prominent component in the now ethnically diverse armed forces of the
‘AbbÇsid Caliphs Al-Mu‘ta^im and Al-Mutawakkil. RisÇla ilÇ #l-Fath Ibn ŒÇqÇn fÈ
manÇqib at-Turk wa ‘Çmmat Δund al-ÆalÈfa, available in the edition of G. Van
Vloten, Al-μÇ…i≤: Tria Opuscula (Leiden I903); a translation was offered by C.T.
Harley Walker in JRAS 1915, pp. 631-697. Although this essay argued that various
races had specialized functions, with military ones allocated to the Turks, Al-μÇ…i≤
also suggested their capacity, given the right conditions, to intellectually and cultur-
ally equal the Arabs. “If in their part of the world there had been prophets and wise



onwards the Arabs had had multiple interactions and racial blending with

Turks that proved more persistent than those with Persians13. Turkey and

Iran were in the Middle East region with the Arab heartlands yet here Az-

ZayyÇt, in the post-World War II period, was slicing them off and categoriz-

ing them with far-away Muslim Indonesia and Muslim China on the other

side of the globe.

Az-ZayyÇt’s comments about Muslims in China, whose numbers he

grossly overestimated, had delusory features. However, he was not idiosyn-

cratic in the Egyptian context. Mainstream Arabic newspapers and maga-

zines in Egypt from the 1930s opened their columns to Turkic Muslim seces-

sionists from Sinkiang14; the Egyptian monarchy had transmitted major cul-
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men [...] and they had had leisure to attend to them, they would have made you for-
get the learning of Al-Ba^ra and the wisdom of Greece and the crafts of China”.
JRAS 1915 pp. 675-6; Tria Opuscula, pp. 37-8. Increased sexual interaction with
Turkish women modified.the ideals of beauty among classical Arabs. Von
Grunebam, Medieval Islam, pp. 208-9. The HiΔÇzi leadership group whom the
British instigated to launch the 19I6 Arab Revolt was linked in both language and
race to the Ottoman Empire's Turkish-speakers. The Sharif ∞usayn, whose second
wife was Circassian, spent much of his life in Constantinople with his consequently
bilingualized sons, and “in a burst of pleasure thanked [Ronald Storrs] once in
Turkish and then hastily corrected himself”. Ronald Storrs, Orientations (London:
Ivor Nicholson 1939), pp. 166, 191.
14 Often independent or autonomous, Turkic-Muslim Sinkiang was reinvaded by
the Ching dynasty in 1876 which again declared it a province of China in l884. In
1931 the Eastern Turkistanis mounted a successful rebellion against the feeble
Chinese control. In 1933 an independent Islamic-Turkic state was founded, with its
capital at KÇ‰©ar. The Wafd’s particularist nationalism held that the territorial
homeland welded all Egyptians, Muslim, Christian or Jewish, into one Egyptian
nation. This might predispose some Wafdists to regard Muslims in China and India
as components of predominantly non-Muslim Chinese and Indian nations.
Nonetheless, on 2 July 1933 the Wafdist “Al-BalÇ©” published a long article “The
Patriotic Movement in Turkistan – How it Emerged and What are the Factors for its
Success” (Al-∞araka al-wa†aniyya fÈ TurkistÇn– Kayfa na‰a’at wa-mÇ hiya
‘awÇmil naΔÇ…ihÇ). The author was introduced as “the Turkistani, Chinese Literary
Figure Mansur Jankiz Khan”. Three days later, in its issue of 5 June 1933 “Al-
Bala©” published another article by the same writer, “Chinese Sovereignty in
Eastern Turkistan – the Causes of its End and its Consequences” (As-SiyÇda a^-
^Èniyya fÈ TurkistÇn – AsbÇbu zawÇlihÇ wa-natÇ’iΔuhu). In its numbers of lst June
1933 and 23 June 1933 p. 2 “Al-BalÇ©” published pleas and arguments by Chingiz
Khan to Egypt and other Arabs and Muslims to recognize and aid the new Turkic
Muslim state in “East Turkistan” (Sinkiang). The Chinese Nationalists soon recon-
quered Sinkiang with aid from the USSR. In 1944 a new revolt achieved an inde-
pendent state of Eastern Turkistan with the capital at Illi. In 1949 the Communist
Chinese seized the area. (But cf. ZakÈ MubÇrak’s Easternist interest in non-Muslim
yet “spiritual” Sinic culture).



tural resources to China, stimulating the Sunnification or sectional

Arabization of its Chinese-speaking Hui Muslims15; Az-ZayyÇt was wishful

but had not himself dreamed up his over-estimate of the number of Muslims

in China16.

The fluid, territorially open-ended Muslim Arab political nation emerg-

ing and crystallizing in Az-ZayyÇt’s consciousness in the 1930s and 1940s

is not to be dismissed as only a period curiosity. His blended Islamic-Arab

community consciousness could help integrate into the Arab community

Muslim linguistic minorities resident in the sprawling lands that were to

become defined as the Arab Entity or the Great Arab Homeland. At that

time, the 1930s and 1940s, Muslim Kurds could enter into mainstream Iraqi

and Syrian society because Arab identity could be met by Islam and facility

in Arabic as a second language acquired outside the home, without any
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15 Pillsbury applies the term Sunnification to the process in which China’s Muslims,
after centuries of isolation and sinification, in the twentieth century re-established
connection with the world mainstream of Islam. To this process of religious reform
the post-World War I Egyptian particularist State contributed by providing printed
materials under King Fu’Çd; later, Fu’Çd’s son King FÇrËq “donated a massive num-
ber of Islamic texts – and donated money for the purchase and translation of many
more – to a Muslim library in Peking subsequently named “FÇrËq Library”. He also
created the [...] FÇrËq scholarship which paid for graduetes of Muslim theological
colleges in China to pursue advanced study at Al-Azhar Theological University in
Cairo”; on return to China they became theologians, educators and diplomats.
Barbara Pillsbury, Cohesion and Cleavage in a Chinese Muslim Minority (Ph.D
thesis, Columbia Uhiversity l973 p. 26.
16 The Christian missionary Marshall Broomhall who worked in Hui (Chinese
Muslim) areas had in 1911 estimated the Chinese Muslim population at seventy mil-
lions, a high estimate. “By 1937 the China Handbook, a government publication,
was reporting the astonishing figure of forty-eight million Muslims, almost ten per
cent of the estimated total population” and Barbara Pillsbury (1973) herself con-
cludes that “most credible is a figure of between thirty and fifty million". (Some esti-
mates, however, were as low as ten million). It is relevant to Az-ZayyÇt's vision of
emergence of a Chinese Muslim state ranking after Pakistan or Indonesia that “were
it possible to verify the pre 1949 figure of forty eight million, then China would have
had the world’s third largest Muslim population (after Indonesia and Pakistan),
more Muslims than in any single country in the Islamic Middle East heartland":
Pillsbury, Cohesion and Cleavage p. 9. In 1981, Pillsbury speculated that the 1935-
6 Chinese Year Book had drawn its “highly inflated” estimate of almost.50 million
Muslims from high-up Chinese Muslims intent to demand “proportional “represen-
tation in the government” from the ruling Kuomintang. No census of the Chinese
populations had been taken: the Chinese Communists in 1953 estimated 10 million
Muslims in China. Barbara L. R. Pillsbury, The Muslim Populations of China:
Clarifying the Questions of Size and Ethnicity, “Journal of Institute of Muslim
Minority Affairs” (Jeddah) vol.3:2 (Winter 1981) pp. 35-8. H. Yusuf Chang esti-
mated 20 million Chinese Muslims in 1950: ibid., p. 66.



requirement of Arab race. In the contemporary Arab world, Muslim Berbers

and Sudanese who speak acquired Arabic can be accepted as full members in

consciously Arab societies. In a different category, the Arab League’s exten-

sion of membership to Muslim Somalis for whom Arabic is a non-daily,

acquired tongue could also fulfil incorporative, pan-Islamic open-endedness

in Az-ZayyÇt’s earlier, less resolved, pan-Arab identifications.

Universalist Pan-Muslim Community. 

Az-ZayyÇt felt a deep spiritual need to vitalize and tighten the relationship

Egyptians and Arabs in general had with non-Arab Muslim populations

around the globe. In practice, he failed to conceive paths to viable political or

even cultural community with non-Arab Muslims. One reason was his limit-

ed Arab-centred classicist view of Islamic culture and history. Az-ZayyÇt

was an instance of Arab Muslims’ persistent ethnicizing “periodization” of

Islam, a glaring feature of A…mad AmÈn’s historical works. Muslim creativ-

ity is located in Islam’s earlier periods when Arabs and the Arabic language

had dominance: precipitate, long-term, decline follows the Mongols’

destruction of the ‘AbbÇsid State and murder of the last “Arab” Caliph Al-

Musta‘^im in 1258. Az-ZayyÇt had the full Arab insensitivity to original

intellectual and cultural creativity among Muslim Persians, Turks, Indians

etc. in Islam’s post-classical period after leadership had been passed from

Arab hands. In 1939 he mused that “Islam outside the land of the Arabs is a

bizarre medley of the beliefs of the first Islamic generations and fake Sufism

and inherited mythologies and wrong interpretations. Later this medley

changed with [...] passing of time and the severing of the link and increasing

non-Arabness of tongue (al-‘uΔma) to [a drug] lulling people to sleep [...]

impeding them from effort [...] barring them from thought [...] dulling their

awareness, of [...] the movement of the heavenly bodies. The Muslims in

Albania, in Yugoslavia in the Lands of the West and in China and the East

Indies (Indonesia) in the Lands of the East are distinguished from their com-

patriots by a doltish asceticism, a death-like ignorance and a fatalistic

reliance on God that makes them a burden on people. They imagine that

Islam is not concerned with this world.17

A bilingual grasp of Arabic among the educated was a precondition for a

viable Islamic religious and intellectual life in non-Arab Muslim popula-

tions. Az-ZayyÇt therefore proposed that Al-Azhar promote through educa-
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17 Az-ZayyÇt, RisÇlat al-Azhar (Al-Azhar’s Mission), written for “Ar-RisÇla” 27
March 1939; “Wa…y” vol.2, p. 29.



tion the spread of Arabic as a shared second language throughout the far-

flung lands professing Islam.18

The Arab-centric Az-ZayyÇt, then, had scant interest or respect for origi-

nal ideas about Islam among the non-Arab Muslim peoples to whom Egypt

was to conduct outreach around the world. Contact with Egypt’s Islamic

institutions was essential to them for their dead, nominal Islam to become

the real thing. The Egyptian and other Arab Muslims, on the other hand, did

not stand to gain any new information or insight about Islam from any non-

Arab Muslim people, although they would fulfil an Islamic duty by enlight-

ening them. The role of global teacher also activated in Az-ZayyÇt the fun-

damentalist drive to simplify and eliminate rather than to blend and synthe-

size even for the corpus of Arab Islamic knowledge itself. He wanted Al-

Azhar to condense Qur’Çnic interpretations, hadiths and the prescriptions of

Islamic law into a limited number of Arabic volumes that would eliminate all

differences of opinion: these could then be diffused around the Muslim

world to produce uniformity19.

Islamic activity by NÇ^ir’s Egypt, utilizing Al-Azhar, in Black Africa and

the Malay world in the 1950s and 1960s, and then by Saudi Arabia in the

1970s and 1980s, fulfilled Az-ZayyÇt’s 1939 teachers-destroyers paradigm

of Arab outreach,to non-Arab Muslim populations.

Az-ZayyÇt’s Islamic impulse to encounter and fuse with non-Arab

Muslims in the Middle East and also beyond was heart-felt. Yet, the Arab-

centrism inherent in the structure of his Islamic culture and thought limited

his capacity to perceive the others and thus to develop reciprocal interactions

and exchanges with them. Thus, Islam did not always obstruct the ethniciza-

tion of Az-ZayyÇt’s attitudes that finally led him to rigorous Arab national-

ism.

The Disengagement of Turks and Arabs

Az-ZayyÇt’s Arab-centric culturist Islam proved most unable to sustain

relatianship with non-Arab Muslims in regard to Turks. Turks and Arabs had

had multiple intimate interactions and relationships since the ‘AbbÇsid peri-

od, in which Az-ZayyÇt was steeped. As an – unconsciously ethnocentric –

pan-Islamist, he protested in 1935 Atatürk’s severing of the cultural commu-

nity of Turks with Arabs. Such passages, however, ironically underline Az-

ZayyÇt’s assumption that non-Arab Muslim peoples derived all that was pos-
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itive in their culture from the Arabs20. As was also the case with Mu…ammad

‘Abduh in his turn-of-century polemic with Fara… An†Ën, there was not

much awareness of, or interest in, original additions to a general Islamic civ-

ilization by the Turks, that empathy for distinctness as well as affinity in the

other essential for true relationship. Like the “Shaykh of Arabism” A…mad

ZakÈ Pa‰a in the 1920s, in demanding in 1936 that Turkish words be purged

from Arabic to be replaced by pure Arabic neologisms21. Az-ZayyÇt was

severing a linguistic community between the Arabs and Turks like Turkey’s

Westernizing Kemalists.

The linguistic dynamic within Az-ZayyÇt’s culturist Arabism was bound

to make Egyptians or Arabs more different from Turks. However, by itself it

could not have snapped his incurious pan-Islamic emotion of almost undi-
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20 Az-ZayyÇt, Ilò ayna yusÇq al-AtrÇk? (To Where are the Turks Being Driven?),
penned for “Ar-RisÇla” on 11 March 1935; “Wa…y” vol. 1, pp. 199-202. “What
would remain of the Turks and the language of the Turks and the culture of the Turks
if you obliterated the influence of Arabism and its religion?”, Ibid., p. 202.
However, “Ar-RisÇla” (1 June 1933 p. 23) published Arabic versions of poems by
the Ottoman Turkish writer Isma'il Safa (1867-1901), translated by the pan-Arab
‘Abd al-WahhÇb ‘A≤≤Çm, and on 15 June 1933 the latter's versions of poems by the
early Turkish pan-Islamist Namiq Kemal (1840-1888). Kemal had been like Az-
ZayyÇt and the “Ar-RisÇla” intellectuals in the 1930s and 1940s in his attempts to
transplant Western aesthetic sensibility wholesale into Turkish – he translated
Hugo, Rousseau and Montesquieu – while maintaining the pan-Islamic community
rather than contracting to a Turkish people or homeland. In 1903, the Kamilist “Al-
LiwÇ’” had offered Egyptians an Arabic version of Namiq Kemal’s lament for the
Christian destruction of “Arab civilization” in Spain, which viewed the Muslim
world of that age – Granada, Safawid Iran, Turania – as one whole on the world
stage. Al-‘A^r al-‘Ç‰ir al-hiΔrÈ (The Tenth HiΔri Era), “Al-LiwÇ’” 20 September
1903 pp. l, 2. IsmÇ‘Èl ~afÇ (1867-1901), a poet, fiction writer and translator, con-
tributed to the “Servet-i-Funun” under Abdülhamid, a journal that propagated the
French symbolist and parnassian sensibility. During the 1897-1898 war between
Turkey and Greece, Safa penned Islamic-patriotic poetry. Like Namiq Kemal, he
knew Arabic and Persian as well as French and put Western culture and thought into
the Arabized Turkish favored by “Servet-i-Funun". Art. “IsmÇ‘Èl Safa”, Türk
Ansiklopedisi, vol.20, pp. 311-313; Bernard Lewis, The Emergence of Modern
Turkey, (London: OUP 1961), pp. 188-9.
21 IstiqlÇl al-lu©a (“Linguistic Independence”), 3 December 1936; “Wa…y” vol.l,
pp. 333-9. Az-ZayyÇt cited instances of Turkish words that he wanted purged from
Arabic: bÇ‰ kÇtib (chief clerk); nawbatΔÈ (officer on duty; comander of the guard),
bostaΔÈ (postman), †ÇbËr (column), yuzba‰È (Captain), sa© (army rank between cap-
tain and major), and amiralay (commander of a regiment: approximtely  colonel). It
is to be noted that Az-ZayyÇt was impressed by the success of the Atatürkists in
Turkey in ending use of foreign languages in commercial companies (ibid p. 338).
He also saw the new secular Turkey as a model for Egypt in the extensive translation
of Western literary masterpieces into the national language. See ~Ç…ib al-Ma‘ÇlÈ
WazÈr al-Ma‘Çrif, 18 December 1939, “Wa…y” vol.2, p. 125.



vided cultural and religious community with Turkey. Other elements as well

were needed to lead Az-ZayyÇt from the pan-Islamic solidarity with the

Ottomans traditional in Egypt to the contention of the Arab nationalists in

West Asia that the Turks were a separate nation who became enemies of the

Arabs, justifying the armed rebellion against them proclaimed by the ‰arÈf of

Makka ∞usayn Ibn ‘AlÈ in June 1916. One was the parochial dislike against

the local absentee Turco-Circassian landowning aristocracy long felt by

many rural Arab Egyptians. The second, decisive, stimulant was the anti-

Turkish world-view of Iraq’s authors and ruling pan-Arabs, into which Az-

ZayyÇt was socialized while in Iraq from 1929 to 1932.

In the early nineteenth century Egypt was under a Turkish-speaking oli-

garchy: the ruling dynasty was composed wholly of Turkish-speakers as

were all officials above the rank of ‰ayÆ al-balad (village headman) and all

army officers of higher rank. Extensive official land grants made the

“Turkish” element the most important land-owners in nineteenth-century

Egypt. But with the British conquest, “the Turks” lost political power, their

former predominance in the administration and army, and gradually their

position as the largest landowners22. Rising rural Arab-Egyptian families

that had been accumulating both Azharite and West-patterned educations,

and land, over generations now in landed property came to equal or elbow

aside – or intermarried with – them. Yet this thrusting, ambitious new Arab-

Egyptian landowning elite continued, under the British to anachronistically

talk as though they were Egypt’s wretched of the earth subjected to the

kurbag and tax extortion at the hands of the Turco-Circassian “foreigners”

they were replacing or incorporating. Such blended ethnic-class antipathy to

Turco-Circassians was pervasive in the childhood of Haykal whose wealthy

landowner father was an innovator of the latest agricultural techniques .

Parents and grandparents impressed upon Arab-Egyptian children of

Haykal’s rural class at the turn of the century that the era of the autonomous

‘Alid Khedives up to the British conquest was “the black past” of “the rule of

the Turks”. For “our generation” though, Haykal reminisced, these “Turks”

and their whips were “only an image traced in talk” since “nothing remained

in reality” of that past23. However, the old ill-feeling between the Turkish-
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22 Gabriel Baer, Social Change in Egypt:1800-1914 in P. M. Holt (ed.) Political and
Social Change in Modern Egypt: Historical Studies from the Ottoman Conquest to
the United Arab Republic (London: OUP 1968) pp. 147-150. For an instance of
Coptic ethnic resentment at the ‘Alid creation of the Turco-Circassian landed aristoc-
racy from the period of Mu…ammad ‘AlÈ, see Salamah Musa, The Education of
Salamah Musa translated by L.O. Schumann, (Leiden: Brill 1961) p. 30.
23 Charles D. Smith, Islam and the Search for Social Order in Modern Egypt: A
Biography of Mu…ammad ∞usayn Haykal (New York: SUNY Press 1983) pp. 33-
36.



speaking and Arab-Muslim ethnic groups in Egypt fueled the pre-1914 par-

ticularistic opposition in Haykal’s Al-μarÈda/Umma Party setting to pan-

Islamic community with the Ottoman Empire.

Az-ZayyÇt had hung around that Al-μarÈda/Umma Party milieu in youth

and held anachronistic antagonism to Egypt’s vanishing Turco-Circassians

at white heat decades after Egypt’s 1922 independence. In his mid-1939 arti-

cle Images from the Past, he recalled that in the previous century the peasants

were constantly beaten and robbed by predatory “Albanians and Circassians

whose task was to collect taxes on everything at any time and by any means”,

smashing into houses to search for forbidden or monopolized commodities

like salt or soap acquired through other than the government24. They terror-

ized, beat and robbed the peasantry. After the reorganization of the govern-

ment administration following ‘UrÇbÈ’s revolution (that is to say, by the

British!) the role of “this species” became confined to the farms of the

umarÇ’ (princes of the ‘Alid house) and “the country estates (chiftliks) of the

Turco-Circassian lords”. Az-ZayyÇt transmitted into his pastiche of

‘AbbÇsid Arabic the folk-narrative from childhood of a handsome young

Egyptian peasant beaten to death in the late nineteenth century with the

kurbag before the eyes of “delighted Aghas” (here: Turco-Circassian offi-

cials, police or military), because he had been caught trying to steal a bunch

of grapes for his village sweetheart from the garden of a Turkish mufatti‰

(estate overseer)26.

Az-ZayyÇt in 1939 had real empathy for Arab-Egyptian peasants: he

caught not just heroic suffering but how upsetting it was for them in their

local world that Turkish-speaking intruders casually shot village ducks and
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24 Haykal, Mu∂akkirÇt, vol. 1 pp. 7, 20-3.
25 The religious reformer ‰ayÆ Mu…ammad ‘Abduh had a similar ethnicity tinged
vision of the price paid by the Egyptian cormnon people in the countryside for the
modernizing changes imposed by the despotic Turco-Circassian elite around
Mu…ammad ‘AlÈ and later members of his dynasty: Albert Hourani, Arabic Thought
in the Liberal Age (London: OUP 1962), p.130.
26 Min ^uwar al-mÇ¬È (“Some Images from the Past”), 19 June 1939; ,“Wa…y” vol.
2, pp. 61-4. Although born in 1889, Az-ZayyÇt does not claim that he personally wit-
nessed acts of oppression by Circasian or Albanian aliens: the oppression entered
his consciousness as vivid heresay through the talk of adults that he overheard while
a small child (wa-anÇ ^abiyyun dËna al-yafÇ‘a): ibid., p. 63. Nonetheless, his vil-
lage and seven neighboring still had the status of lands granted in perpetuity to the
family of ‘AlÈ ·arÈf at the close of the nineteenth century. Ibid p. 61. It is to be noted,
though, that the Turco-Circassian monarch Fu’Çd had an Arabo-Egyptian guard
flogged for picking dates from his palace garden: he built up vast estates on which he
exploited the workers. Hugh McLeave, The Last Pharaoh: The Ten Faces of
Farouk (London: Michael Joseph 1969 p. 49.
27 “Wa…y” vol.2, p. 62.



crows27. He had recast fading collective memories from dead or dying gen-

erations of illiterate peasants into an antique neo-classical Arabic that

thenceforth would perpetuate antipathy to Turco-Circassians among new

generations of Egypt’s culturist elite. Such discourse in the 1930s and 1940s

involved not just deprived rural strata he encountered long before in child-

hood or bygone Turco-Circassian strata that were melting away into the

Arab Egyptians but also current elite groups. A Turco-Circassian ethnic core

remained in the Egyptian establishment: the royal family of Mu…ammad

‘AlÈ whose estates in Egypt were the most notable exceptian to decline of

land ownership by “Turks”. All members of this family spoke Turkish even

in the 1940s; FÇrËq was the first ruler of the ‘Alid dynasty at whose court

Arabic was spoken28.

In underscoring the Albanian provenance of many oppressive nine-

teenth-century officials, Az-ZayyÇt was getting close to the Turcophone

royal family whose founder, Mu…ammad ‘AlÈ, had come from there. In

one1939 attack upon Turco-Circassian elements of his own time, Az-ZayyÇt

characterized the group’s differences with the general Egyptian population

in quasi-national (as well as social-economic) terms that included the issues

of language and relationship with Turkey. Titled Peasants/Tillers and

Princes! (FallÇ…Ëna wa-umarÇ’), the article was immediately a response to

the declared reluctance of the Riding Club’s Turco-Circassian President,

“the noble” ‘Amr IbrÇhÈm to admit autochthonous, Arabic-speaking

Egyptians of standing and economic substance to membership on the

grounds that they were fallÇ…Ën. ‘Amr IbrÇhÈm, Az-ZayyÇt retorted, was

wrong to characterize Egyptian society as fixed in the mould of a system of

static classes: “and you tell me what is the difference between your elevated

class and our lowly class when the constitution to which both classes submit

may make the son of a servant who cleans your shoes for you he with whom

you will sit and your superior/Prime Minister?”

Disparate ethnicities defined by language sharpened but also fogged the

class identifications of the two parties: Az-ZayyÇt understood ‘Amr IbrÇhÈm

to have alluded to “Semitism and Turanism” in his haughty justificatory let-

ter to “Al-AhrÇm”. Goaded, Az-Zayyat, too, spelled out quasi-national

dimensions that a spectrum of Arabic-speaking Egyptian groups perceived

to their conflict with privileged groups that happened to be Turkish-speak-

ing. The class of “princes” believe that God created it for “ownership [...]

wealth, for government and us [...] to serve and worship” although in verity

“what distinguished your class from ours was that you used to hold the

kurbÇΔ (whip), while we held the hoe, that you would eat gold while we ate
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dust [...] that you spoke Turkishwhile we spoke Arabic”. However, the class

nature of other Arab-Egyptian figures firing from his side at the Turco-

Circassians has bearing on Az-ZayyÇt’s egalitarian rhetoric that nominated

the sons of shoe-boys to the Prime Ministership. Egypt’s Prime Minister at

that time, the Liberal Constitutionalist Mu…ammad Ma…mËd PÇ‰a,

denounced ‘Amr IbrÇhÈm's attempt to “restore the system of classes, com-

fortably remarking that “we here are in a democratic land”. and proudly

affirming that “I am a peasant/farmer (fallÇ…) and the son of a peasant/farmer

(fallÇ…)29. Although he too had formed to some extent in the Al-Umma-

Constitutionalists’ milieu, Az-ZayyÇt was certainly to the left of Ma…mËd,

whom he well knew was no populist: his articles denouncing landlord-MPs’

use of the parliamentary system to further control and exploit the peasants in

their constituencies30 clashed with Ma…mËd’s image of “democracy”. Az-
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29 FallÇ…Ëna wa-umarÇ’ (Peasants and Princes), 5 June 1939, “Wa…y” vol.2, pp.
53-56. Prime Minister Mu…ammad Ma…mËd PÇ‰a, who denounced ‘Amr IbrÇhÈm’s
attempt to “restore the system of classes”, had begun his political career as a leading
figure in the ∞izb al-Umma, formed in 1907, which had expressed the interests of
native non-Turkish-speaking Egyptian land owners hostile to Egypt’s “Ottoman”
connexions with Turkey. His comfortable remark that “we are in a democratic land”
and his proud identification as a fallÇ… (ibid p. 54) indicate that the division, between
not simply upwardly mobile but sometimes long-established and privileged Arabo-
Egyptian elements and the Turco-Circassian element could be socio-economically
less radical than rhetoric suggested. Az-ZayyÇt, however, did not expect himself to
join an exclusive club determined by any criterion of “aristocracy”, be it “blood or
wealth or position” (ibid p. 53). On Ma…mËd PÇ‰a’s death in 1949, Az-ZayyÇt
praised him in terms of his successful blending of the best features of modern
Western life with Islam in his personal and family life. However, Az-ZayyÇt's lan-
guage did not depict Mu…ammad Ma…mËd as a man of the people: he “combined
aristocracy of lineage, wealth, education and position” and maintained a courteous
distance from the public. Mu…ammad Ma…mËd PÇ‰a 9 February 1949; “Wa…y”
vol.2, pp. 156-9. A British observer.well indicated the socio-economically inclusive
nature of the egalitarian-sounding Egyptian term fallÇ… (“peasant” or farmer). “The
fellah is a man, irrespective of class, who cultivates the land. A fellah may be a
farmer or only a farm laborer. He may own but a portion of an acre or many acres or
he may own but the labor he gives in return for the means of eking out an existence".
M. Travers Symons, Britain and Egypt: the Rise of Egyptian Nationalism (London:
Cecil Palmer 1925) p. 64. For King FÇrËq’s respect for M. Ma…mËd’s advice and
rebukes, McLeave, Last Pharaoh, p. 98. 
30 Ya≤haru anna yawm al-intiÆÇb qarÈb (“It Looks as though Election Day is Near”)
written for “Ar-RisÇla” 14 February 1949; “Wa…y” vol.3, pp. 291-2; cf. Al-Qarya
amsi wa-#l-yawm (“The Village Yesterday and Today”) penned for “Ar-RisÇla” 15
October 1933; “Wa…y” vol. 1, pp. 57-60 “Egypt’s great cities live in the twentieth
century, adopting [drawing on] its civilization, its light and its comfortable living, as
though the relation between the Village and the City is that which existed between
master and slave: the slave owns things but only for his lord’s benefit, produces – but
what he produces passes to another”, ibid., p. 59.



ZayyÇt’s most radical social critiques denounced Egypt’s landowner classes

without ethnic differentiation. But when ethnicity concentrated his social

anger against Egyptians of non-Arabic-speaking origin, it deluded him that

great hereditary Arab-Egyptian landowners like Ma…mËd were the kinsmen

and champions of Arab-Egyptian shoe-blacks and agricultural laborers.

Az-ZayyÇt also fitted the Turco-Circassians, though Muslim, into the

complex of factors that threatened the establishment of high literary Arabic

as the medium of modern life in Egypt. In a I950 address to a pan-Arab cul-

tural conference, Az-ZayyÇt presented the standard Qur’Çn-preserved

Arabic as having maintained the pan-Arab community down the ages but

warned that the widening scope for colloquial dialects now threatened it. He

then bracketed a group of clearly Turco-Circassian “great ones” (al-

kubarÇ’) who had learned their indifferent colloquial Arabic “in their

palaces” from governesses, with Christian Arab educationalists presiding

over equally indifferent teaching of the literary Arabic language in foreign

schools in Egypt. An Egyptian woman teacher told Az-ZayyÇt that she had

been asked by the ‘Alid Prince ‘AbbÇs ∞alÈm to arrange education of his two

sons. When she observed that they spoke Arabic with a Turkish accent and

were ignorant of its elementary grammar he smilingly replied: “No, I want

neither the talk of Al-Azhar nor the talk of the sons of the land”31. Popular

and high literary Arab linguistic consciousness blended in Az-ZayyÇt’s
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31 ∞Ç¬ir al-adab al-‘arabÈ (“The Present of Arabic Literature”), 26 August 1950:
“Wa…y” vol.3, p. 210. Despite Az-ZayyÇt, ‘AbbÇs ∞alÈm was no conventional scion
of Turco-Circassian Alid royalty. He ran a paramilitary Labor Party with some fol-
lowing among workers: ‘AfÇf Lu†fÈ as-Sayyid-Marsot assessed him as “interested in
trade unions”, he was the “black sheep” of the Royal Family, not its agent, and had
merged his General Union of Trade Unions with the Wafdist one in 1931 to oppose,
not help, the pro-Palace ~idqÈ government, mustering pressure on it to regulate child
labor from the IFTU. As-Sayyid-Marsot, Egypt’s Liberal Experiment, 1922-1936
(Berkely: University of California Press 1977) pp. 119-120. But cf. the Marxoid
claim of Louis Awad that the Party was Nazi-like and a device to sabotage the “lib-
eral-democratic labor movement” in concert with the Crown: Vatikiotis, Egypt
Since The Revolution, p. 49. Some Turco-Circassians in or from Egypt demonstrat-
ed identification with classical Arabic that became self-sustaining and independent
even of regular residence in Egypt or a related Arab environment. Mehmed Sa‘Èd
∞alÈm PÇ‰a, a grandson of Mu…ammad ‘AlÈ resident in Turkey, was described by
Niyazi Berkes as “an ardent Islamist who wrote only in Arabic” and from June 1913
served as Grand Vizir of the Ottoman Empire in conjunction with the Committee of
Union and Progress who were “accused of pursuing.the policy of Turkification".
Sa‘Èd seems to have been entrusted by the CUP with conciliation of the Arab
provinces and especially ∞usayn in Al-∞iΔÇz: his prolonged Grand Vizirate termi-
nated only when the ‰arÈf ∞usayn proclaimed the Arab revolt against Turkey. See
Feroz Ahmed, The Young Turks: The Committee of Union and Progess in Turkish
Politics. 1908-1914 (London, OUP 1969), pp. 137-140.



rejection of Turco-Egyptians as ‘Abd an-NÇ^ir’s 1952 bourgeois-Arabist

revolution drew close. 

Az-ZayyÇt sustained year-round ethnic hatred against the whole Turco-

Circassian group far above the occasionally-activateci embers of the past in

the sub-consciousness of politician-intellectuals in the Liberals-As-SiyÇsa

milieu nearby (Haykal, Ma…mËd etc.) who had taken the monarchy as their

ally against the Wafd and had socially and sometimes sexually (e.g. Haykal)

fused with the diluted minority.32 Az-ZayyÇt snipped through any notion

that there was a shared Islam that could ever have linked Arab Egyptians and

Turco-Circassians in a humane community. The umarÇ’, the princes of the

royal ‘Alid house whom the Prince Regent Mu…ammad ‘AlÈ headed as amÈr

al-umarÇ’, the Chief of the Princes, ignore religion’s social obligations

because spending a portion of their wealth on the relief of the sufferings of

the worker or peasant would be at the expense of Satanic activities – among

which Az-ZayyÇt enumerated not merely lewd feasts but money “spent

without any reckoning upon Turkey the Disobedient/Transgressor”33.
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32 For Az-ZayyÇt, when the context was c o n t e m p o r a r y  society and politics,
the disliked Turco-Circassian out-group was only those who still spoke Turkish –
‘Alid Royalty and a few absentee landlords – rather than all of Turco-Circassian
descent. For instance, Az-ZayyÇt did not communalize his criticisms of, or respons-
es to, the pro-palace IsmÇ‘Èl ~idqÈ (fns. 15 and 44): unlike the denunciations of that
regime as “Turkish” by the secularized Copt SalÇma MËsÇ, whom the ~idqÈ govern-
ment squeezed out the Academy for the promotion of scientific culture. Musa,
Education, p. 89. Cf. ibid., pp. 30, 43. For Haykal’s marriage to an aristocratic
Turco-Circassian woman after World War I, see Smith, Islam and the Search, p. 52.
33 YÇ a©niyÇ’anÇ: QËlË aslamnÇ wa la taqËlË amannÇ (“O Our Rich People: Say
that we have Announced our Islam but Do not say ’We Have Believed’”), written for
“Ar-RisÇla” on 3 November 1947; “Wa…y” vol.3, pp. 242-3. At Kfur Naga, where
Prince Mu…ammad ‘AlÈ owned 7,000 feddans, sabotage and arson provoked harsh
repression. Jaques Berque, Egypt: Imperialism and Revolution (translated by Jean
Stewart) (London: Faber & Faber 1972) p. 662. Az-ZayyÇt in 1947 was responding
to pietism from the Prince, who in 1945 denounced plans by “a small minority [of
Westernizers] in the towns” calling for replacement of existing Islamic laws permit-
ting divorce and polygamy. Apart from being God-revealed and therefore eternally
valid, Islam’s laws should be preserved intact to maintain Egypt's international posi-
tion as “the leader of Islam”: Al-AmÈr Mu…ammad ‘AlÈ yatahadda@u ‘an al-ÆalÇl al-
…ukumÈ wa-taqyÈd a†-†alÇq (“The Prince Mu…ammad ‘AlÈ Talks About Govern-
mental Inefficiency and Restriction of [Islamic] Divorce”), “Al-Muqattam” 14 July
1945, p. 3. Such Islamism might have been an instrument of the Prince Regent, a
Mason, to counter populist disruption by the Wafd. Smith, Islam and the Search, p.
146. Prince Mu…ammad ‘AlÈ had been a sort of pioneer of pan-Arab unity during a
1910 tour of Syria (“Al-μarÈda” 7 April p. 7 and 16 April p. 5); and from “As-SiyÇsa
al-UsbË‘iyya” under the monarchy (Berque, op. cit., p. 512). However, the Prince
was accommodating towards the Zionists: in 1937-1938 he lobbied both the British
and the Zionists to break the Palestine impass by a Jewish Zone/quasi-state that
would be a unit in a pan-Arab federation. Porath, In Search of Arab Unity, pp. 70-l.



In the early March 1935 indictment of Kemalism, Az-ZayyÇt had

assailed the severance of the cultural community of Turks and Arabs. Now in

1947, however, he denounced privileged Turkish-speakers resident for gen-

erations in Egypt for maintaining touristic, social and other relations with the

populations of Turkey that he could have approved as links between two

Muslim peoples.34

Iraq: Catalyst of Disengagement from the Turks 

Az-ZayyÇt’s residence in Iraq from 1929 to 1932 decisively crystallized his

unitary Arab nationalism in cultural and political distinction from the wider

community of Islam. It was impossible for any Egyptian professional to live

in Iraq and avoid the issue of pan-Arab linguistic nationalism because it

alone legitimized the leadership that the country’s still-newish only in part

Iraq-born pan-Arab elite had exercised since 1921. Urged by the Arab

nationalists who had built up strong anti-Turkish movements of a modern

type in Constantinople and Syria (more than Iraq), the HÇ‰imite ‰arÈf of

Mecca ∞usayn Ibn ‘AlÈ revolted in June 1916, proclaiming himself “King of

the Arab countries”. His son Fay^al was briefly King of an independent,

Arab-nationalist Syria from September 1918 until occupation by France in

mid-1920. Britain sponsored Fay^al as the first monarch in a quasi-indepen-

dent Kingdom of Iraq: he deftly wooed Shi‘ite Iraqi populations, to whom he

was non-Shi‘ite and a non-local, in the lead-up to his 1921 coronation35.

Once Britain had irreversibly committed her prestige to him, Fay^al nimbly

linked up with the anti-British Iraqi “extremists” to slash his imperial bene-

factors control36 an independent spirit now praised by Ba‘@ist historiogra-

phy, that long excoriated the HÇ‰imites as stooges37. The Iraq that Az-ZayyÇt
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34 Note SalÇma MËsÇ’s distaste, bordering on paranoia, for Turco-Circassian sum-
mer-travel to Istanbul in the pre-1918 period and the residual if much-weakened,
“network of intrigues” that still linked Cairo to the Turkish capital in the 1930s and
1940s., MËsÇ, Education, p. 43.
35 Rasheeduddin Khan, Mandate and Monarchy in Iraq: A Study in the Origin of the
British Mandate and the Creation of the Hashimite Monarchy in Iraq, 1919-1921 –
II, “Islamic Culture” (Haiderabad) October 1969, p. 270.
36 Elie Kedourie, The Chatham House Version and Other Middle Eastern Studies
(London: Weidenfeld & Nicolson 1970 pp. 240-241.
37 Dr Mu…ammad Mu≤affar al-A‘≤amÈ, writing in early 1989 in the “Iraqi armed
forces” newspaper, somewhat over-stressed Fay^al’s resistance in 1922 to any
imposition of a Mandate and connected Treaty by Britain, in this seeing him as clos-
er to the semi-insurgent “extremists”, whom the British needed his aid to control.
The Arabic article carried photostats of the English telegrams and correspondence
between Secretary of State for the Colonies Churchill and a worn-down Sir Percy
Cox, High Commissioner for Iraq. These sources showed Fay^al was deeply suspi-



experienced was subordinate to British “advisers”, and Prime Minister NËrÈ

as-Sa‘Èd one of the Iraqi Ottoman officers who defected to ∞usayn in 1916 –

negotiated a 20-year treaty with Great Britain before Iraq’s formal indepen-

dence in 1932.

The very mixed pan-Arab elite ruling Iraq, then, had come to political

power by way of armed nationalist insurrection against the Turks who dom-

inated the Muslim Ottoman Empire. The classicist high Arab culture and

some Arab-centric features of the Islam that Az-ZayyÇt brought with him

predisposed him to accept that Arabist rejection of political community with

fellow Muslims. In addition, he projected his hostile perceptions of Turkish-

tinctured classes within Egypt’s lnternal society out upon the separate and

rather different Turkish-speaking populations and administrative classes in

Turkey and Arabic-speaking Asia. During sympathetic exchanges with elite

anti-Turkish Iraqis about the causes of the Arab Independence movement,

“we started citing instances” of Turkish ineptitude for culture or politics or

administration “from the thlngs that happened in Iraq and Egypt”38.

Parallels of language show how the (by then for many Egyptians time-

attenuated) historical antagonism between Turkish-speakers and the Arab

majority in Egypt predisposed Az-ZayyÇt to accept the West Asian Arabist

anti-Turkism to be encountered in Iraq. The small, parochial old folk anti-

Turkism of Arab Egyptians was thereby attached to a new macro-historical

national-ideological frame lacking in strictly Egyptian consciousness. In his

bitter 1939 piece on mistreatment of the Egyptian peasantry by racially alien

Muslims, Az-ZayyÇt had referred to the “irredeemable ignorance” and stu-

pidity allegedly characterizing the rural Albanian ma’mËr (estate overseer):

the aliens as tax collectors before the advent of ‘UrÇbÈ PÇ‰a had used “terror-

ization and violence”; the peasantry lived “the life of slaves”; the ma’mËr

ruled through the whip and kurbÇΔ39. Similarly, he and his Iraqi/West Asian

Arab friends perceived the Ottoman Turks as representing “terrorization”

among the Earth’s nations by reason of the Empire’s liberal use of “poison,
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cious of his British patrons – he smelt a procedure to make him resign in a British
suggestion that he go to London for “personal discussions”. Al-A‘≤amÈ speculated
that British assurances of support for him during his Syrian interregnum, followed
by their acceptance of France's conquest of Syria as an implementation of the Sykes-
Picot Accord and the San Remo Conference’s mandates, had left Fay^al convinced
that the British were congenitally two-faced. Dr Mu…ammad Mu≤affar al-A‘≤amÈ,
A^-~irÇ‘ Bayna Bari†aniyya wa-#l-Malik Fay^al al-Awwal (The Struggle Between
Britain and King Fay^al I), “Al-QÇdisiyya" (Baghdad) 9 March 1989, p. 12.
38Az-ZayyÇt, Min fukÇhÇt al-‘ahd al-turkÈ fÈ Ba©dÇd: ∞adda@ani #l-mar…Ëm Az-
ZahÇwi (One of the Jokes about the Turkish Era in Baghdad: What the Late [μamil]
az-ZahÇwi Told Me), written 10 July 1939; “Wa…y” vol.2,, p. 74.
39Az-ZayyÇt, Min ^uwar al-mÇ¬È..., pp. 51-62.



the sea, prison, the sword and the whip”40. Like Turkish-speakers in Egypt,

Old Turkey’s governors over Arab provinces in West Asia used to “spread

terror, reaping wealth and people’s souls through taxes and bribes and con-

fiscation and murder”; the exceptional Turkish governor who lasted in

power long enough to address himself, beyond the walls of his office, to

needs of “religion, education or reform” would prove himself of dull under-

standing41.

Az-ZayyÇt through socialization internalized the anti-Turkish dicho-

tomies of the pan-Arab ideologues ruling Iraq. While resident there, he used

to attend the gathering of ministers, political leaders, and writers held by the

then Governor of Baghdad, As-Sayyid ~ub…È ad-DaftarÈn his house every

Friday. Az-ZayyÇt in fact hung his observations about incompetence and

ignorance of Turkish governors upon an obviously fictionalized story about

such a Turkish administrator in Baghdad recounted at one of those gather-

ings by the Iraqi poet μamÈl az-ZahÇwÈ.

Az-ZayyÇt by and large accepted the Iraqi pan-Arab ideological view of

past Arab-Turkish relationships: this stressed the “ignorance, degradation

and poverty” that connection with Turkey inflicted on “the Arab nation” (al-

umma al-‘arabiyya). His acceptance of this anti-Turkish Arabist viewpoint

revalued Turkey’s claim to the Caliphate and leadership of an integrated

Muslim universal State supposed to unite a variety of Islamic peoples in

equal partnership : “Bygone Turkey [...] gathered in its powerful hands the

margins of the Orient and the west, then wound about its terrible crown a

halo of the Caliphate of the Prophet so that [...] hearts reverently submitted

to its authority. But (Turkey) could not consolidate her kingdom by a strength

of spirit and masterly intellect and genius for expression as the Arabs did.

Thus she continued to stand before her rebellious peoples (‰u‘ËbihÇ #@-

@Ç’ira) [...] arrogantly with drawn sword.”42

In a 1947 article advocating a grouping of pan-Islamic states to include

Turkey, Az-ZayyÇt was again aware of the Turkish use of religion for politi-

cal manipulation: for example, the use of official pan-Islamism by
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40Az-ZayyÇt, Min fukÇhÇt .., p. 73.
41 Ibid.
42 Ibid. Az-ZayyÇt’s argument that the Turks lacked, in contrast to the classical
Arabs, the genius to enduringly reconcile to their leadership the peoples they con-
quered had affinities to a 1900 argument of the salafÈ Syrian-Egyptian Ra‰id Ri¬ò,
disciple of Mu…ammad ‘Abduh. Ri¬ò argued that the Arabs contributed more to
Islam though their conquests than the Turks because they effectively propagated
Islam in the lands they conquered, whereas most of the lands conquered by the Turks
remained “a burden on Islam and the Muslims and are still a warning of clear cata-
strophe". Sylvia G. Haim, Arab Nationalism. An Anthology (Berkely and Los
Angeles: University of California Press 1962), pp. 22-23.



Abdülhamid as a bogey to deter the “vulpine” Western powers from attack-

ing the now “senile” Ottoman State. However, in I947 Az-ZayyÇt now

swung back to acceptance .of the Ottoman State as at its inital foundation a

serious attempt to restore the classical Arab universal Caliphal State shat-

tered by the murder of the Caliph Al-Mutawakkil (December 86I): “the

Turks when they occupied the throne of the Caliphate were able to reconnect

the thread but were not able to thread the beads back onto it”43. The ready

agreement of Az-ZayyÇt and his Arabist Iraqi hosts that “war and its burdens

wholly absorbed the gifts of the Turks, leaving them an insufficiency for pol-

itics and culture”44, was a critical development of the military narrowness

implied in hispraise elsewhere of their early maintenance of Muslim sover-

eignty. In demonstrating a military prowess that could roll back hostile

Christian Europe the Turks might have been conceived by him to have been

Arab-Iike, but they had lacked the statesmanship to build a workable, unity-

fostering, partnership between the leading element and other conquered peo-

ples that could win enduring assent by the latter to the state. The basis for

relationship therefore degenerated into simple force, in contrast to the suc-

cess of the flexible, persuasive classical Arabs In reconciling the peoples

they conquered to their state and then assimilating them. (In contrast,

‘A≤≤Çm still saw the Turks as having reconciled and cooperated with other

populations better than some classical Arabs)

Alone, the irritants of negative social relations with Turkish-linked

groups within Egypt or the Arab bias of Az-ZayyÇt’s periodization of Islam

and its civilization might not have sufficed to break commitment to wider

unitary Islamic community, which so long retarded the emergence of a full

Arab nationalism in Egypt. His acceptance of secessionist anti-Ottoman

Arab nationalism in Iraq required that he endorse Kemal Atatürk’s parallel

withdrawal of Turkey from its former close-knit community with Muslims

and Arabs which Az-ZayyÇt was usually so loth to accept: “the pure brave

Turks slashed off the long appendage” (of the Ottoman State) “that they had

dragged behind them, then surged to glory behind Kemal; as for the happy

authentic Arabs they cast off that heavy burden, setting out swiftly towards a
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43 Az-ZayyÇt, Al-μÇmi‘a al-IslÇmiyya hiya #l-©Çya (An Islamic League is the
Aim), penned 30 June 1947; “Wa…y” vol.3, p. 231. Even Fertile Crescent pan-Arabs
remained ambivalent: AmÈn Sa‘Èd, an “Al-Muqa††am” editor in Egypt under the
monarchy, stressed the consent of Arabs of Egypt, Al-∞iΔÇz and Syria to the
Ottoman Turks’ conquest and early state, because it ended the weakness of the
Mamluks and warded off the Christian states: they accepted that the Ottomans had
won title to the Caliphate and to lead “nationalism had no existence in that age”.
AmÈn Sa‘id, ∑awrat al-‘Arab fi #l-qarn al-‘i‰rÈn (Cairo: DÇr al-HilÇl, n.d., 1960?)
p.6.
44 Min fukÇhÇt..., p. 73.



kingdom behind Fay^al”45. Thus Az-ZayyÇt in the end endorsed both the

politically parallel movements of Arab and Turkish nationalism that shat-

tered the last half-credible multinational Islamic state.

Support by Egyptian Muslims to the Ottoman State, as the sole substan-

tial independent Muslim State - one with a long-term capacity to contribute

to the release of Egypt from Britain’s veiled protectorate - made them oppose

Arab autonomist or independence movements weakening the Ottoman

Turks’ control in Asia46. Iraq’s pan-Arabs, among them the HÇ‰imite King

Fay^al, his son ¥ÇzÈ, and ‘AlÈ son of ∞usayn, deposed from his throne In Al-

∞iΔÇz by Ibn Su‘Ëd, strove in their dialogues with Az-ZayyÇt to meet the

long-standing Islamist objections of Egyptians to Asia’s Arab nationalist

tradition. Thus, in his meetings with Az-ZayyÇt, King ‘AlÈ said that he “used

to try to convince Egyptians who had chosen to treat him as an enemy for the

sake of the Turks that the revolution of the Arabs against the Caliphate was

right and to further Right, and that his father had advised the Turks without

cease to stop insulting the honor of the Arabs, that they give up their policy

of ignorance, that they stop their crimes of murder.47

Thus, it was the inflexibility of the Turks that compelled the Arabs to rise

against fellow Muslims. ‘AlÈ was correct that ∞usayn had been ideological-

ly reluctant to rise up against “the Caliphate” and was much less of an Arab

nationalist than his son ‘Abd AllÇh48. For all the verbal tribute by both the
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45 Qa†‘ al-‘uqda ashal min …allihÇ (“Cutting the Knot is Easier than Untying It”), 14
May 1934; “Wa…y” vol. I p. 119.
46 During the First World War, respectable Egyptians insulted Sharifian (rebel
Arab) officers from Al-∞iΔÇz whom they encountered in a theatre. Sylvia G. Haim,
Arab Nationalism, p. 47, citing the eye witness account of ‘Abd al-FattÇ… AbË #n-
Na^r al-YÇfi‘i. In an engaged account of Arab ethnic protest poetry in West Asia up
to and after the ‰arÈf ∞usayn’s 19I6 uprising, Az-ZayyÇt noted that Egyptian writers
refused to join in the celebration of Arab independence, because of the English role.
Fa¬l al-adab ‘alÇ wa…dat al-‘Arab (The Contribution of Literature to the Unity of
the Arabs), “Wa…y” vol.3, p. 273.
47 Al-Malik ‘Ali (King ‘AlÈ) 18 February 1935; “Wa…y” vol. 1, p. 19I.
48 The ‰arÈf ∞usayn was slow to internalize the al political assumption of the ethnic
nationalisms unfolding in the Ottoman Empire. He accepted that Abdülhamid and
the Ottoman Empire had exercised a passable Islamic Caliphate: ∞usayn tended to
see divisive politicized ethnicity as the non-Islamic faillng of his neo-Turkicizing
but centralizing Committee of Union and Progr ess opponents. Thus, even in unging
the Arabs to revolt in 1916 and 1917, ∞usayn reproached the CUP for losing lands
from the Empire in Europe and Libya. His son ‘Abd AllÇh, the future king of
Transjordan, was rated by Dawn as having in contrast (tardily) converted to the ide-
ology of Arab political nationality developed prior to World War I by, for instance,
the Arab community resident in Constantinople. See C. Ernest Dawn, From
Ottomanism to Arabism: Essays on the Origins of Arab Nationalism (Urbana:
University of Illinois Press 1973) pp. 54-86.



Egyptian Islamist and his pan-Arab hosts in Iraq to the principle of unitary

Islamic community that had legitimized the Ottoman Empire, Az-ZayyÇt’s

endorsement of the revolt by Asia’s Arabs became total. An example was a

piece he wrote in mourning for Fay^al’s youthful son ¥ÇzÈ on the latter’s pre-

mature death after a short reign as King of Iraq. Fay^al in his rebellion had

been “the model of supreme manliness” chosen by destiny to “effect a revo-

lution and found a state and erect a throne”. He and his comrades, the heroes

of the Arab Revolution, “fought until the homeland was liberated”. The

Hashimite family of Fay^al was the “solid foundation” of Iraq’s renaissance

as an Arab nation-state: but it was an terms of the HÇ‰imite dynasty’s pan-

Arab enterprise, larger in scope than Iraq or any individual Arab state, that

Az-ZayyÇt endorsed ¥ÇzÈ. ¥ÇzÈ represented “the youth of the Arabs” that

would unite the provisional Arab entities.49

Shadows and Dissonances: 

the Quality of Az-ZayyÇt’s Relationship with Iraq

The preceding section showed that Iraq’s pan-Arab nationalists and its (in

origin extra-Iraqi) HÇ‰imite royalty greatly stimulated Az-ZayyÇt’s transi-

tion from pan-Islam to a pan-Arab ethnic nationalism. But the warm Az-

ZayyÇt could not confine his wide-ranging dealings, and friendships, to that

group,in Iraq – the establishment pan-Arabs – that most commanded his ide-

ological support. During his three years in Iraq, he got sufficiently off-stage

to understand the disunities within the establishment and even to form close

bonds with Iraqi figures very much outside its bounds. His writing well

caught the elan of the new Arab nation-state of Iraq, as it restored Arab cul-

ture and identity, after centuries of Turkish rule. The Ottoman State had prop-

agated Turkish through its limited primary and secondary schools: from the

earliest post-Ottoman years when the British ruled directly, the Iraqis hired

Egyptians to develop Arabic-medium education, even from primary level50.

But Az-ZayyÇt also conveyed political and economic shadows and disso-

nances in the new Iraq, and the potential for instability of so heterogeneous a

land.

Az-ZayyÇt chose Iraq as the subject of the first book he wrote, Al-‘IrÇq

kamÇ ra’aytuh (“Iraq as I Saw It”), the manuscript of which he lost before it
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49 ∞uzn al-malik a†-†ifl (The Sorrow of the Infant King), written 15 May 1934;
“Wa…y” vol.2,, pp. 45-48.
50 “In the summer of l9l8 a Department of Education was organized and the perti-
nence in Iraq of things Egyptian was again recognized by putting at the head of this
new department a member of the Egyptian Ministry of Education”. Henry A. Foster,
The Making of Modern Iraq (Anaheim: University of California Pres 935) p. 215.



could be published. A surviving fragment printed in “Ar-RisÇla” caught the

relaxed and democratic relationship that the ‰arÈf Fay^al achieved with

Iraqis. Sitting in a cafe by the Euphrates, Az-ZayyÇt saw a shepherd drive a

flock of sheep across Maude Bridge on its way to the abattoirs. Fay^al hap-

pened to be returning from Az-ZahËr palace, and, unattended by any guard,

patiently waited in the crowd by the bridge for the herd to pass51. While in

Iraq, Az-ZayyÇt often visited Fay^al’s son Prince ¥ÇzÈ who left a similar

impression: “¥ÇzÈ’s sublime humility” so seldom found in “royal youth”; his

HÇ‰imite forbearance/tolerance (samÇ…atuhu al-hÇ‰imiyya) would set the

pattern for a gentle regime under which “consultation” (a‰-‰Ër Ç) and democ-

racy would flourish52. (Against his sense that the HÇ‰imites were relatively

democratic monarchs, Az-ZayyÇt was disposed to accept that Fay^al and

General NËrÈ as-Sa‘Èd had been right to impose a “moderate dictatorship” on

the Iraqis when they became too bitterly divided: this policy should be

resumed under Fay^al II, who succeeded when ¥ÇzÈ was killed in an auto-

mobile accident after a brief reign)53. Az-ZayyÇt, then, usually strongly sup-

ported the title of the HÇ‰imites to found and lead the Arab Iraqi state: they

embodied the Islamic qualities of the HÇ‰imite family of the Prophet

Mu…ammad, as Iraq’s pan-Arab leaders they were the successors of the

‘AbbÇsid Caliphs who directed the Arabs’ classical golden age from

Baghdad, and they commanded legitimacy among Iraqis because they

embodied the authentic Arab democratic attitude that he felt Turcophone

royalty and politicians glaringly lacked in Egypt54.

But Az-ZayyÇt’s lost book on Iraq also critically analysed the political

and social divisions in transitional Iraq. His “great friend” the (generally in

opposition) Iraqi politician YÇsÈn al-HÇ‰imÈ assessed in his Cairo hotel that
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51 Min Mu∂akkirÇtÈ #l-yawmiyya (“From my Diaries”), written for “Ar-RisÇla” on
15 January 1940; “Wa…y” vol.2, pp. 135-9. Some foreign observers who had the
patterns of European monarchies in mind, missed the mutual acceptance that Fay^al
and ordinary Iraqis reached. The American chargé d’affairs reported that he often
saw the King pass along the main street but that only “foreigners took notice and
paused to lift up their hats”. For Kedourie – alienated from all Middle Eastern
nationalisms by sectarian background it indicated that “a decade of rule” had not
increased the “foreign”, British-imposed Fay^al's popularity with Iraqis. Kedourie,
Chatham House Version pp. 245-6.
52 Al-Malik ¥ÇzÈ (The King ¥ÇzÈ), written for “Ar-RisÇla” upon ¥ÇzÈ’s untimely
death on April 10 3939; “Wa…y” vol.2, p. 34; Az-ZayyÇt’s second tribute to ¥ÇzÈ
∞uzn al-malik a†-†ifl (The Sorrow of the Infant King), written I5 May 1934, “Wa…y”
vol.2, p. 46.
53 Al-Malik ¥ÇzÈ, p. 35.
54 Fay^al had led Iraq with the intelligence of the Prophet’s son in-law, the fourth
Caliph ‘AlÈ and the genius-like shrewdness (dahÇ’) of Mu‘Çwiya from the throne of
the ‘AbbÇsid Caliph HÇrËn ar Ra‰Èd; Al-Malik ¥ÇzÈ, p. 33.



“it might be better for us and for you to postpone publishing the book’s polit-

ical section for a while”55. In 1924, Al-HÇ‰imÈ’s leadership of those Iraqis

opposed to the ratification of the Anglo-Iraqi treaty caused the apparently

amenable Constituent Assembly that the British had fostered to veer around

against it56. YÇsÈn won esteem in Egypt as a pan-Arab57, although his group

had Ottomanist twinges against establishment Iraqi pan-Arabs58. During his

stay in Baghdad, Az-ZayyÇt had got on cordial terms with a circle of six dis-

contented Iraqis prominent in the army, administration, education and poli-

tics59. Among them was the leftist KÇmil al-μadÈrÈ who placed himself on

principle in the ranks of successive oppositions. Al-μadÈrÈ was YÇsÈn al-

HÇ‰imÈ’s right hand in the (opposition) ∞izb al-IÆÇ’ al-Wa†anÈ (Patriotic

Fraternity Party) for a time until that party also, when it compromised about

Britain’s presence, won in March 1933 an invitation to form an administra-
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55 Min Mu∂akkirÇtÈ #l-yawmiyya, p. 137.
56 Kedourie, Chatham House Version, p. 265.
57 YÇsÈn al-HÇ‰imÈ in 1936 was viewed by Az-ZayyÇt as a driving-force in
exchanges between Iraq and Egypt that could one day obliterate their borders: he
was integrating Egyptians and Iraqis as effectively as the veteran pan-Arab
Egyptian capitalist Tala' at Harb or the then Egyptian Minister of Education
Mu…ammad ‘AlÈ ‘Abd AllÇh. Az-ZayyÇt, ·abÇb al-‘IrÇq fÈ Mi^r (Iraq’s Youth in
Egypt), written 3 March 1936; “Wa…y” vol.2, p. 300. NËrÈ as-Sa‘Èd, a participant in
the ‰arÈf ∞usayn’s 1915 Arab Revolt, was Foreign Minister in Al-HÇ‰imÈ’s govern-
ment and wanted tightened pan-Arab relations with Egypt to open into a military
alliance with which Iraq could fend off Iran, Italy and Germany. Po rath, In Search
of Arab Unity, pp. 184-185. ‘A≤≤Çm was appointed Egyptian Minister to Baghdad in
1935. Ibid., p. 160.
58 During 1931 turmoil, YÇsÈn’s group characterized the Ottoman State as a partner-
ship of Islamic elements including the Iraqis/Arabs, and ∞usayn’s Al-∞iΔÇz upris-
ing against the Turks as inaugurating the division of the Arabs’ lands into spheres of
influence and colonies by the Western powers. Kedourie stressed that YÇsÈn al-
HÇ‰imÈ had served in the Ottoman armed forces until Fay^al’s final triumphant entry
of Damascus. Kedourie, Chatham House Version pp. 277-278. This takes no
account of YÇsÈn’s Arab nationalist activities while an Ottoman soldier: while CIC
of the 22nd Mosul Brigade, he was representative of ‘Aziz ‘AlÈ al-Mi^rÈ’s Al-‘Ahd
al-‘ArabÈ party and as such discussed a comprehensive revolt with the amir Fay^al,
before the ‰arÈf ∞usayn’s 1916 revolt from Al-∞iΔÇz. AmÈn Sa‘Èd, ∑awrat al-‘Arab,
p. 42. YÇsÈn is not to be dichotomised as a diehard Sunni Iraqi Ottomanist against
NËrÈ and other Iraq-based pan-Arabs who all had their bonds to, and residual
ambivalence about, Turks.
59 Az-ZayyÇt, Al-∞alqa... (The Ring/Circle...), n.d, “Wa…y” vol. 1, pp. 328-331.
This name al-…alqa was given by YÇsin al-HÇ‰imÈ, well-acquainted with its mem-
bers. Ibid p. 328. Az-ZayyÇt listed them as ‡ÇhÇ al-HÇ‰imi Chief-of-Staff of the
Iraqi Army, NÇΔi al-AsÈl the director of the Teachers’ Tertiary College in Baghdad
where Az-ZayyÇt was lecturer in Arabic literature, YËsuf ‘Izz ad-Din (Supervisor of
the Budget), KÇmil al-μadÈrÈ, Muwaffaq al-AlËsÈ the director of the Law College
and ·awkat az-ZahÇwÈ, a Ministry of Health physician. Ibid., pp. 328-329.



tion. Al-μadÈrÈ thereupon left the IÆÇ’ and joined the Al-AhÇlÈ group, found-

ed by young anti-establishment intellectuals, which from 1934 advocated

the application to Iraq’s social development of ‰a‘biyya (populism).

Influenced by communism, the ‰a‘biyya ideology explicitly rejected all

nationalisms because nationalism by its nature caused - or hypocritically

justifled - bloodshed and tyranny60.
The important point is that Az-ZayyÇt was granted a regular “soft seat” at

the discussions of a group that fancied itself to represent “younger generation
Iraq”, “the common people before the elite and Iraq before Arabism”61. He
was in touch with figures on the very margin of tolerated opposition to the
monarchy-centred self -validatingly pan-Arab political establishment and to
the British military presence. (However, because of Islam, Az-ZayyÇt always
opposed the Iraqi Communists, the radical opposition). ∞ikmat SulaymÇn, a
Turkophile “friend” of the “ring”, brought many of its members into the not
over-Arabist government that the Kurd Chief-of-Staff General Bakr ~idqÈ
ushered in when he briefly overthrew parliamentary government in October
193662. ~idqÈ, whose brutality Az-ZayyÇt detested, tried to rebuild the Army
on Ataturkist lines.

Az-ZayyÇt’s 1940 obituary to the lately-assassinated Rustum ∞aydar, a

Syrian-born Shi‘i, advisor to Fay^al on both internal and foreign policy and

frequently a minister ln the Iraqi cabinets, blended sympathy and critical

analysis. It vividly evoked ∞aydar’s intelligence, application, consciously

cultivated dignity and his controlled, tense vitality: invariably reserved, the

minister’s quietness was that of deep water under whose cold surface

thoughts and secrets eddied. Az-ZayyÇt came to respect Rustum ∞aydar, but

faulted two aspects:
1. Education: as King Fay^al’s foremost advisor on financial and eco-

nomic matters, Rustum exercised his influence to restrict secondary and
higher education (while expanding primary and technical education)
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60 Majid Khadduri, Independent Iraq: A Study in Iraqi Politics Since 1932
(London: OUP 1951 pp. 71-73.
61 Al-∞alqa..., “Wa…y” vol. 1, p. 330. Another Egyptian, Abd ar-Ra…mÇn ‘A≤≤Çm,
as Egyptian Minister in Baghdad, was able to establish rapport with the AhÇli group,
although they were non-Arabist, after ~idqi's October 1936 coup. Coury, Who
‘Invented’ Egyptian Arab Nationalism? IJMES 1982, p. 267.
62 Pan-Arabism was down-graded in Iraq followig the seizure of power by the in ori-
gin Kurdish General Bakr ~idqÈ in 1936. Khadduri, Independent Iraq, pp. 97-8,
100. Bakr’s collaborator as Prime Minister, the elder politician ∞ikmat SulaymÇn
had been educated in the Ottoman period in Constantinople and modelled his
“reformism” on Atatürkism. Ibid pp. 77-8. For ∞ikmat as the “friend” of the …alqa
who bestowed cabinet posts on its members after the coup, see Az-ZayyÇt, Al-
∞alqa, “Wa…y” vol.1, p. 331. Az-ZayyÇt clearly detested ~idqÈ as “chronically
ambitious” (†ammÇ…) and murderous. Ibid.



because he feared that a growing, under-employed intelligentsia might one
day challenge the power of the established political leaders in Iraq.

2. He misused the government’s allocation of lands to politically control
restive tribes farming them, by grant or withdrawal of agrarian leases. When
Az-ZayyÇt was in Iraq in 1932, his friend ∞asan as-Suhayl, amÈr of the BanË
TamÈm, opted for an opposition party: Rustum as Minister of Finance
promptly ended his tenure of 15,000 feddans of land, citing specious admin-
istrative criteria to a remonstrating Az-ZayyÇt63.

Kedourie over decades exaggerated communal conflict between (a)

Sunni Arab Iraqis, rulinq Iraq in partnership with the non-Iraqi pan-Arabs

who come with the Sunni Fay^al, and (b) the more numerous but poorer Shi‘i

Arab Iraqis supposedly subordinated under the HÇ‰imÈtes64.

He argued that the pan-Arab ideology propagated by Turkicized Syrian

Arab educationalist SÇ†i‘ al-∞u^rÈ in Iraq’s schools, stimulated ill-will

between Iraq and neighboring non-Arab Iran65. Persistent bad relations

between the monarchical Iraqi government and Saudi Arabia mere similarly

contrary to Iraq’s interest of having good relations with its neighbors: the

HÇ‰imÈtes sometimes dreamed they could wrest back Al-∞iΔÇz, their place
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63 Amal wa-∂ikrÇ (“Hope and a Memory”), 29 January I940; “Wa…y” vol.2, pp.
145-7. Rustum ∞aydar, in origin a Syrian non-Iraqi Shi‘ite who came with Fay^al
and other ideological pan-Arabs to Iraq following World War I, was Fay^al’s Chief’
of Royal DÈwÇn and served as minister in various Iraqi government portfolios; at the
time of his assassination on 18 January 1940, he was Minister of Finance in a cabi-
net headed by General NËrÈ as-Sa‘id. He was known as a champion of Iraq’s under-
privileged Shi‘ite community. Khadduri, Independent Iraq, pp. 15, 39, 48-9, 86,
102, 121, 144-6. Cf. Kedourie’s generalization that the pan-Arabs dominant down
the decades of the HÇ‰imite monarchy in Iraq manipulated land-holdings to enrich
themselves, punish political opposition, and to build up a “servile clientale of tribal
‰ayÆs”. Kedourie, Chatham House Version, pp. 266-9.
64 Indicting the pan-Arab HÇ‰imite Iraqi state as Sunni-supremacist, Kedourie in
1970 printed in full a communalist denunciation by a self-appointed “Executive
Committee of the Shi‘ahs in Iraq”, sent on to the British Government in 1932. The
“proclamation” charged that the establishment systematically seized the Shi’is’ reli-
gious endowments and lands, discriminated against them in the allocation of min-
istries, and withheld from Shi‘i majority areas educational and health facilities pro-
vided to the Sunni-populated regions. “The Shi‘ah sect shall take charge of the
acninistration”. Kedourie, Chatham House Version, pp. 283-5. In 1988 Kedourie
extended his sectarian explication of Iraqi politics to the fall of pro-British PM
~Çli…a μabr, in 1947-1948 the country’s first Shi‘ite in the post (he was succeeded
by another). Elie Kedourie, Anti-Shi'ism in Iraq under the Monarchy, “Middle
Eastern Studies” vol.2,4:2, April 1988, pp. 249-253. Az-ZayyÇt had empathy for
both Lebano-Syrian Christians and Iraq’s Shiites vis-a-vis the Sunnites traditional-
ly dominantion “the government of the Turks”. Az-ZayyÇt, An†Ën al-μumayyil
written 17 October I949, “Wa…y” vol.3, p. 157.



of origin, from the Su‘Ëdis66. Az-ZayyÇt’s impression was that the multi-

sectarian, not exclusively Sunni pan-Arabs who came with Fay^al could

rather flexibly interact with Iraq’s more backward Shi‘i community, and

arbitrate its conflicts with Iraqi Sunni elements traditionally dominant in the

bureaucracy and the military. Rustum PÇ‰a was “mistrusted by the preju-

diced Sunnis” and the “nativist Iraqi” anti-Syrian elements because he

“championed the cause of the Shi‘i community”67. Az-ZayyÇt stressed the

collaboration when Rustum ∞aydar’s influence on policy was paramount

between palace-government on one hand and the internal Shi‘i interest on

the other: “it was Rustum’s policy after reliance on the Thames [England] to

rely on the Euphrates before the [Sunni-peopled] Tigris because [the popula-

tions around] the Euphrates were Shi‘ite in doctrine and on its banks were

settled powerful nomad trlbes”. In “strengthening his position through

[alignment with the Iraqi] Shi‘is”, Rustum incidentally hoped that they

would be a force to keep “NaΔd”, (ie. the threatening Wahhabi Saudi Arabian

State) at bay and to promote cordial relations with Iran68. Az-ZayyÇt thus

perceived that the HÇ‰imÈte and pan-Arab establishment’s feud with Saudi

Arabia at least sometimes dovetailed into its conciliation of local Arabic-

speaking Iraqi Shi‘ites, and Shi‘ite Persia externally. Common resistance to

the Su‘Ëd led Wahhabis, whose raids had devastated shrines of twelver

Shi‘ism in Iraq, provided a point for identification by Iraqi Shi‘ites with the

HÇ‰imÈte-led pan-Arab Iraqi state. An anti-Saudi foreign policy provided

common ground for Iraqi Shi‘ites, for the Iraqi Sunni bureaucratic and mili-

tary strata once a component of the Ottoman State that had fought the

Wahhabis, and for the Saudis’ dynastic rivals the HÇ‰imÈtes. Recent histori-

ography has stressed efforts by some Shi‘ite leaders from the 1920s to inte-

grate a new political community with Sunni Iraqis under the HÇ‰imÈte

monarchical system. These Shi‘ites projected that participation, not polar-

ization, was the approach to raise their community to political and econom-

ic equality with the traditionally more developed, less numerous, Sunni

Arab Iraqis, and to remove the British69. From the outset aware of Shi‘i
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65 Kedourie, Chatham House Version, p. 274.
66 Ibid., p. 272; Az-ZayyÇt, though who knew King ‘AlÈ briefly the Al-∞iΔÇz’ last
HÇ‰imite monarch well in Baghdad, remembered him as not disorientated by nos-
talgia for his lost “rocky” Al-∞iΔÇz kingdom from sustaining a moderating and
mediatory role in Baghdad’s heated politics. Al-Malik ‘AlÈ, pp. 189-190.
67 Khadduri, Independent Iraq, p. 145.
68 Az-ZayyÇt, Amal wa-∂ikrò, p. I46.
69 Batatu (1987) stressed that the Shi'ite ‘ulamÇ’ had only feeble influence upon the
tribally fragmented rural Shi'is when the Iraq state was formed in l921. μa‘far AbË
at-TimmÇm, the Shi‘i trader from Baghdad, worked for Sunni-Shi‘i unity to elimi-
nate the power of the British, sidestepping any sectarianization of politics. Hanna



under-privilege and ethos, Fay^al, until his death in 1933, applied what

resources his state had to educate the Shi‘is, expand their opportunities, and

integrate them with Sunnis70.
The secondment of Egyptian teachers and educationalists to Iraq after

1918 acquainted them and Iraq’s pan-Arabs with each other. MahmËd
‘A≤mÈ, a former “As-SiyÇsa al-UsbË‘iyya” publicist, argued in a 1938 “Al-
HilÇl” article that ~Ç†i‘ al-∞u^rÈ, by propagating as Minister of Education in
Iraqi schools an exclusive Arabism, created hostility with the Kurds within
the State, and, in foreign policy with neighboring non-Arab Iran .

Az-ZayyÇt knew and admired Al-∞u^rÈ and Rustum ∞aydar alike, evalu-
ating each as equally “inflexible in opinion”: other non-Iraqis or pan-Arabs
such as Rustum ∞aydar limited Al-∞u^rÈ’s influence on the development of
Iraqi education, as well as his capacity to impose the distance that his pan-
Arab nationalist ideology demanded between Arab Iraq and non-Arab
Iran71. Az-ZayyÇt depicted Al-∞u^rÈ much 1ess than ‘A≤mÈ as a nationalist
ideologue intent to politicize student youth, more as an educationalist with a
concern to propagate the general humanities more widely in Iraq, for their
own sake, through an expansion of secondary and higher education. While
Az-ZayyÇt was in Iraq (1929–1932, ~Ç†i‘ al-∞u^rÈ’s demand that higher
humanities education be expanded to spread “pure knowledge” without
regard to political or sectarian considerations was successfully blocked by a
group in the establishment, led by Rustum ∞aydar, that urged contraction of
theoretical secondary and higher education72. Rustum was deternimed to off
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Batatu, Iraq’s Shi‘ah: their Political Role and the Process of their Integration into
Society, in Barbara Freyer Stowasser (ed.), The Islamic Impulse (London: Croom
Helm 1987) pp . 204-207.
70 Batatu assessed that Fay^al I (r. 1921-1933) and the monarchy until it sided with
the British in 1941, satisfactorily brought the underprivileged Shi‘a into the govern-
ment bureaucracy and, through conscription, into the army in order to integrate them
with the Sunnis. Ibid p. 207.
71 Ma…mËd ‘A≤mi, μabha min a‰-‰u‘Ëb al-‘arabiyya: ¬arËrat ÆalqihÇ wa-kayfiyy-
at ta’lÈfihÇ (“A Front of Arab Peoples: The Necessity of Its Creation and . How to
Bring it Together”), “Al-HilÇl” November I938; Al-IttiΔÇhÇt al-wa†aniyya fi #l-
adab al-mu‘Ç^ir, vol.2 (Bayrut: DÇr al-Ir‰Çd 1970 pp. 182-5. ‘A≤mÈ’s impression
that Al-∞u^ri disseminated gratuitous anti-Iranian attitudes in Iraq was also grist –
for Kedourie, Chatham House Version p. 274.
72 Reeva S. Simon allows that before 1918 ~Ç†i‘ al-∞u^rÈ was a liberal Ottomanist
who stressed the role of the individual in society and the linguistic rights of minori-
ties: he opposed the (Turkish) linguistic nationalism being developed by Ziya
Gökalp. She also traces .his opposition to SÇmi ·awkat’s drives to install a racist Arab
militarism, with its Hitler youth-style paramilitary Futuwwa, in Iraqi schools.
Nonetheless, Simon still views  Al-∞u^rÈ as, following a conversion when the
Ottoman Empire collapsed, a much more single-mindedly pan-Arabist educational-
ist than did Az-ZayyÇt. Reeva S. Simon, The Teaching of History in ‘Iraq Before The
Rashid Ali Coup of 1941, “Middle Eastern Studies" (22:1) January 1986 pp. 37-39.



er more primary schools to his constituency in the Shi‘ite areas73; he also
wanted to Iimit the politicizing influence of imported Egyptian educational-
ists on Iraqi students. He left Az-ZayyÇt in no doubt as well that many
Egyptians’ support during the First World War for the centralizing, still for-
mally Islamic, Ottoman State when its Arabs rose in 1915, still rankled with
the pan-Arab establishment in the Iraqi state into the 1930s. For this com-
plex of reasons “Rustum ∞aydar used to turn his faceaway from Egypt”74.

Az-ZayyÇt’s relationship with Iraqi ideologues and writers continued to

develop after he returned to Egypt, down decades through their contribu-

tions to his Cairo magazine “Ar-RisÇla”, a crucial conduit through which

these Iraqis got through to educated Egyptians. Thus it was “Ar-RisÇla” in

1938 that first published the article Between Egypt and Arabism and a fur-

ther article On Arab Unity in which Al-∞u^rÈ polemically exaggerated

motifs by the in reality Arab-centricizing ‡ÇhÇ ∞usayn that Egyptians were

Egyptians before anything else, were unrelatedto the Arabs by blood, and

had a separate history. Al-∞u^rÈ deepened the impact of his argument to

Egyptians by publishing collections of his articles and addresses as books in

Cairo; he migrated to Egypt and in the last phase of his Arab nationalist

career was director of theInstitute of Arab Research and Studies that the

League of Arab States established there75. (Al-∞u^rÈ left a persisting influ-

ence upon pan-Arab thinking among subsequent generations of Egyptians

under NÇ^ir, SÇdÇt and MubÇrak: he again became widely read in Egypt as

pan-Arab nationalism revived in the 1980s)76. “Ar-RisÇla” also extensively
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73 Affirmative action in various fields had long had backing from King Fay^al.
Rustum ∞aydar’s educational policy despite his non-Iraqi origin, was similar to that
pursued by native Iraqi Shi‘i educationalists such as Mu…ammad FÇ¬il al-μamÇlÈ,
who nonetheless maintained Al-∞u^ri's desectarianizing Arab nationalist curricula.
Simon, ibid., pp.38-39. In contrast to al-μamÇlÈ’s concern to offer primary and
vocational education that would bring practical development to Shi‘ite areas, Al-
∞u^rÈ argued that the fallÇ…Ën should first be given a new national consciousness
and then improved methods in agriculture. Ibid p 39.
74 The perspective on Rustum in this paragraph was that of Az-ZayyÇt in Amal wa-
∂ikrÇ, pp. 145-7
75 Hourani, Arabic Thought in the Liberal Age pp. 815-6; Sylvia Haim, Arab
Nationalism: An Anthology (Los Angeles, University of California Press 1962) pp.
45-50.
76 In 1985, writing at the end of a period in which “some of the Arabs extended their
hands to Israel”, the Egyptian critic RaΔÇ’ an-NaqqÇ‰ hailed ~Ç†i‘ as the Arab
thinker in the 20th century who had propounded the concept of Arabism with most
“depth” and “clarity”. He tended to accept Al-∞u^ri's self-image that he had been
locked in almost lone combat with a serious “secessionist” neo-Pharaonic move-
ment out to establish colloquial Egyptian as a particularist literary language and give
Egypt a Western personality. An-NaqqÇ‰ found very attractive Al-∞u^ri’s non-
racial linguistic nationalism – an Arab was anyone who spoke Arabic and belonged



published the poems of the Iraqi poets μamÈl ~idqÈ az-ZahÇwÈ (1863-1937)

and Ma‘rËf ar-Ru^ÇfÈ (1875-1945), whose friend Az-ZayyÇt had become

during his residence in Iraq earlier.

Az-ZayyÇt had early, while in Iraq (1929-1933), become aware of the

clout of British officials there. To the late 1940s, though, he depicted the

HÇ‰imite monarchy-centred systems in Iraq and Transjordan as serving the

Arab interest: spiritually fusing Iraq and Egypt, he ignored mounting rivalry

between their two monarchies. Az-ZayyÇt was the least concerned of all

Egyptian pan-Arabs that pan-Arabism promote Egypt’s interests but even he

in 1947 was finally unable to stomache the two HÇ‰imite States’ tacit support

for Britain against Egypt in the UN Security Council. Syria and Lebanon’s

support for Egypt’s complaint in the Council had “made the face of Arabism

shine” in contrast to Transjordan and Iraq, held under imperialist control by

Glubb, British commander of the Transjordanian army, and by Kinahan

Cornwallis in Iraq. “The youth of the Arabs” were kindling “a Holy Fire”

that would consume the scorpion-like fake pan-Arabs planted in their region

by imperialism77.

Az-ZahÇwÈ had from the late nineteenth century been championing the

emancipation of women, and modern scienceas he understood it, in

Egyptian newspapers78: he had innovated a simplified poetical language

more like ordinary speech, breaking with traditional classicist poetical dic-
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to Arab society in his interests and future, even if he had Turkish, Berber or Negro
origins. Islam was the venture in history that brought the Arabs together with many
other peoples, fusing them all into a new Arab nation, “the principles of Islam” fos-
tering “a new concept of Arabism”; but 1ike Al-∞u^ri, An-NaqqÇ‰ in 1985 was care-
ful to make room for Christian Arabs in the historical Arab nation. With the argu-
ments Al-∞u^ri had used in the 1930s and 1940s, he tried to draw Muslim Egyptians
away from wide pan-Islamism, to narrow their energies within the sphere of a pan-
Arab unification, ostensibly a preliminary. RaΔÇ’ an-NaqqÇ‰, Mihnat mufakkir
‘arabÈ (“The Ordeal of An Arab Thinker”), “An-NahÇr” (Sydney) 8 March 1985, p.
8. For Al-∞u^ri's 1944 prototype of the latter argument, Haim, Arab Nationalism,
pp. 147-153.
77 AwliyÇ’ wa-a‘dÇ’ (“Friends and Enemies”), written 3 February 1947, “Wa…y”
vol.3, p. 226. “Ar-RÇbi†a a‰-‰arqiyya”, magazine of the Liberal Constitutionalists-
linked association of that name, in 1930 reacted coldly to Iraqi Prime Minister NËrÈ
as-Sa‘id's proposal for “an Arab Alliance”. The magazine suggested that he pro-
posed the scheme at the prompting of Britain, with which Iraq had just signed a
treaty, in order to “limit French influence in Syria [...] and also to combat Soviet and
Italian influence in Yemen”. ∞usayn, IttiΔÇhÇt, vol.2, pp. 186-7. King “Fay^al’s and
NËrÈ as-Sa‘Èd’s schemes of unity were rejected by Britain as impractical [...] The
British tried very hard not to give offence to French susceptibilities”. Porath, In
Search of Arab Unity, p. 315.
78 Salma Khadra Jayyusi, Trends and Movements in Modern Arabic Poetry, 2 vols
(Leiden: E.J. Brill 1977) vol. 1, p. 339; Schuman’s note in Salamah Musa,
Education,  pp. 260-l.



tion79. Al-∞u^rÈ, Az-ZahÇwÈ and Ar-Ru^ÇfÈ had all mastered Turkish, had all

lived for prolonged periods in Ottoman Constantinople. They transmitted to

Az-ZayyÇt the political tyranny and insecurity of life in Constantinople

under both Abdülhamid and the Young Turcs. All had the secularist spirit

that spread among educated Ottoman Turks, which Atatürk later embodied

in the Turkish national state. Their lack of traditional Islamic belief discon-

certed Az-ZayyÇt - but also gave him a much livelier, more modern vision of

late Hamidian and early CUP-led Turkey, in which it became an option for

intellectuals to ridicule traditional Islam in public, if at picaresque risk to

their life and limb as μamÈl ~idqÈ az-ZahÇwÈ found as a post-1908 Ottoman

parliamentarian80.

Ar-Ru^ÇfÈ for 11 years studied Arabic, Islamic and linguistic sciences

under Iraq’s great (Arab-centric) religious scholar Ma…mËd ·ukrÈ al-ÅlËsÈ

who tried to ignite his own salafÈ revivalist Islamist zeal in his pupil. But,

Az-ZayyÇt observed, Ar-Ru^ÇfÈ emerged from these studies Muslim in

tongue, ΔÇhilÈ (pagan) at heart81. Such Iraqi intellectuals’ secularism, how-
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79 Jayyusi, Trends and Movements, pp. 182-6.
80 Although a vocal freethinker, Az-ZahÇwi became a director of the government
press and editor of the official newspaper in Baghdad in the Hamidian era. After the
Committee of Union and Progress overthrew Abdülhamid’s absolutism in 1908,
Az-ZahÇwi became a deputy representing Iraq in the Ottoman Parliament (Majlis-i-
Mab‘uthan). When a large sum was to be allocated in the budget for recitations from
Al-BuÆÇrÈ’s collection of hadiths (sayings of the Prophet Mu…ammad) “for the
blessings” that would bring navy vessels, he ironically interpolated that the money
should come from the Ministry of Religious Enaowments, not from the Defense
Ministry: “the ships of the fleet are propelled bi-#l-buÆÇrÈ lÇ bi-#l-BuÆÇrÈ (“by
steam, not by Al-BuÆÇrÈ”). Az-ZahÇwÈ had to evade fury in the chamber and riotous
violence from the common people. Az-ZayyÇt, μamÈl ~idqÈ az-ZahÇwÈ, written 27
March 1937; “Wa…y” vol. 1, p. 360.
81 Az-ZayyÇt, Ma‘rËf ar-Ru^ÇfÈ, written 26 March I945; “Wa…y” vol.3, p. 20.
While lecturing in Iraq, he had visited the poet in his house in the Baghdad prosti-
tutes’ quater where he would die in destitute squalor. The aesthete Az-ZayyÇt was
prepared to tolerate the late poet's exhibitionist rakishness and vocal but eloquent
atheism: “Ar-Ru^Çfi – may AllÇh be kind to him was the authentic tribune of Iraq”
who long articulated its drive for independence (p. 20); “as regards his belief
(‘aqÈda), this is for God, not people, to decide whereas his poetical gift merits
assessment by the literary critics” (p. 22). Az-ZayyÇt deeply responded to Ar-Ru^Çfi
as the fearless, altruistic political poet who satirized the despot. Abdülhamid before
the 1908 Young Turk revolution, recounting the ups and downs of his attempts to
find a career in HÇ‰imite, Arab nationalist Iraq: its Mu‘Çwiya-like king Fay^al at
first placated Ar-Ru^ÇfÈ’s satire with a seat in Parliament but then, inevitably, barred
the honest poet from it. Ar-Ru^ÇfÈ’s life-long insecurity and poverty provoked some
of Az-ZayyÇt’s most alienated characterizations of the Hashimites, whom his lan-
guage now (1945) bracketed with Abdülhamid: even King Fay^al, successor of the
‘AbbÇsids, had not in Ar-Ru^ÇfÈ’s case altogether transcended the eternal reluctance
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ever, sapped a basis of the Asian Arabs’ pre-1916 political community with

the Muslim Turks and now helped Az-ZayyÇt, also, see the bygone Ottoman

State from new, less respectful – less religious – angles that registered pre-

1918 ethnic conflict between its Turks and Arabs more.

Az-ZayyÇt was unusually totalist and undivided in his identification with

other Arabs beyond Egypt and to be sure his pan-Arabism was very much

shaped by the ancient books and ancient experiences separate sets of people

only tenuously connected to twentieth century Arabs. Yet even Az-ZayyÇt,

the acme of ardent and enerqetic Egyptian pan-Arabism, did not maintain

the romanticism where it could have dangerously obscured Iraqi realities

that he experienced. He did not deviate from that common sense and alert-

ness to practicalities so salient in pre-I952 pan-Arabism in Egypt. Az-

ZayyÇt conveyed to Egyptians Iraq’s plural reality: a real multi-ethnic and

factionalized Arab country, not some ideological chimera; he analysed with

critical intelligence Iraq’s pan-Arab establishment, which he in general

endorsed.

Although Iraq was less developed and less ethnically integrated than

Egypt and long dependent on Egyptlans for its educational development,

Az-ZayyÇt clearly respected Iraqis as equal in aesthetic matters in particular.

In 1945 he equated the (he allowed, atheistlcal) Ar-Ru^ÇfÈ, who had just died

at seventy, - “one of the five strings of the lute of purely Arabic poetry” - with

Egypt’s two greatest modern poets ∞Çfi≤ IbrÇhÈm and A…mad ·awqÈ82. The

radically secular religious scepticism of some Iraqi poets had caught the

attention of even that ultra-modernist enemy of traditional Arabo-Islamic

culture in Egypt, SalÇma MËsÇ - dissolving his insularity even in the much

more Pharaonist 1920s83. Hierarchical attitudes of noblesse oblige vis-a-vis

Iraq did not fatally stain the majority of Egyptian intellectuals after World

of those who govern to subsidize any poetry except when the public's response could
affect political authority. Ibid pp. 2I-22; Ar-Ru^Çfi wa-A©Ç ŒÇn: aw az-za‘Èm al-
adabÈ wa-#z-za‘Èm ad-dÈnÈ (“Ar-Ru^Çfi and the Agha Khan: or the Literary Leader
and the Religious Leader”), written 9 April 1945, “Wa…y” vol.3, pp. 25-26.
82 Ma‘rËf ar-Ru^ÇfÈ, p. 20.
83 The far-reaching religious unbelief of the aged Az-ZahÇwÈ electrifled two
extreme Egyptianist modernist secularists he met in Egypt in 1924, ZakÈ AbË ·ÇdÈ
and the Copt SalÇma MËsò, who found the anti-religious ms. dÈwÇn he left unpub-
lishable in Egypt. The Education of Salamah Musa, pp. l64-5. However, the meet-
ing also brought home to MËsò how alike all Arabic-speakers were and their com-
mon struggle to beat off the various violent imperial powers attacking them. For the
pan-Arabizing aspect of SalÇma MËsò’s reaction to Az-ZahÇwi in 1924 see Coury,
Who ‘Invented’ Egyptian Arab Nationalism?, IJMES vol. 14 (I982), p. 472. There
was much Egyptian press public about Az-ZahÇwÈ in 1924, for example, TarΔamat
faylasËf al-‘IrÇq μamÈl ~idqÈ az-ZahÇwÈ (“An Account of Iraq’s Philosopher μamil
~idqi az-ZahÇwÈ”) “Al-Muqa††am” 26 June 1924, p. 2.



War I. There can be no doubt that the contribution such expatriate Egyptian

intellectuals as Az-ZayyÇt made to the three-tier development of education

in Iraq was decisive for the new state’s modernization and integration, in the

diversification of its neo-classicist Arab high culture, and in the propagation

of the standard literary language as the medium of culture and modern life,

and for the solidification of pan-Arab nationalism as the ideology of the

largest single group of educated Iraqis84. In the 1980s, eminent Iraqi Ba‘@ist

intellectuals and decision-makers remembered the seminal contributions of

Az-ZayyÇt and other compatriots in that era.

Christians in Az-ZayyÇt's Arabism

Literature and its standard language intimately linked Az-ZayyÇt to Arabic-

speaking Christians, in particular those in, or from, Lebanon-Syria.

However, he did not transfer Muslim-Christian interaction within literature

and culture over into the political community of Arabism. Az-ZayyÇt's pan-

Islamlsm was limited by ethnicity. At best, Islam stands in his thought as a

basis for effective community, cultural-Intellectual or political, between

Arabs and non-Arab Muslims only where the latter wholeheartedly adopt

Arabic as their standard medium of literature and government. He was

sharply aware of the Arabs as historically a distinct - if incorporative - com-

munity within Islam. Az-ZayyÇt’s articles had some potential to somewhat

detach the Arabic language and the specific Arab culture, developing down

the centuries from origins in pre-Islamic Arabia, from Islam. Could Arabic

and Arab cultural patterns then become bases for political community with-

out regard to sect – offering Arabic-speaking Christians membership in al-

umma al-‘arabiyya, the Arab Nation? Az-ZayyÇt’s writings frequently

made generous room for Christians as participants in at least the cultural

community of Arabic in the classical but especially in the modern periods.

Appreciating the standard Arabic language for itself and not simply as the

medium for Islam, he hailed the crucial role of Lebanese Christians in (a)

publishing almost lost classical manuscripts and (b) adapting Arabic prose

to express modern life. Az-ZayyÇt’s personal friends among Christian

Lebanese/Syrians resident in Egypt included Mayy (Mary) ZiyÇda .The

Nazareth-born Islamophile Mayy was a stylistic and intellectual innovator

in Arabic literature in the 1920s particularly, conducting a salon attended by
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84 ‘Abd as-SalÇm Mu…ammad ‘Årif, the foremost Nasserite leader in the 1958 Iraqi
revolution that overthrew the monarchy, told MËsò ~abrÈ that “Ar-RisÇla” was the
forum from which we received our most crucial lessons of Arab Unity, nationalism
and literature”. Ma‘ al-udabÇ’..., “Ar-RÇ’id” March 1961, p.230.



such Egyptian writers as her neo-classicist lover Mu^†afÇ ~adÈq ar-RÇfi‘È and

such “As-SiyÇsa” intelleetuals as ‡ÇhÇ ∞usayn85 Although ‡Çha was a sec-

tionally westernist enemy of Ar-RÇfi‘È, he also rightly was seen as partly

neo-classicist himself by that milieu86. Az-ZayyÇt linked May’s pride in her

language to her pride in “Arab race “and described her as “the Arab woman

Mayy who took the light of Arabism from” Cairo’s Syrian Christian-owned

journals “Al-HilÇl” and “Al-Muqta†af”: he clearly felt that Arabic literature

was helped to revive by the Western culture – and even the mildly Christian

ethos – such Syrian Christian writers injected87. Mayy introduced Az-

ZayyÇt in 1934 to a Lebanese Catholic, An†Ën al-μumayyil (1887 - 1949),

editor of “Al-AhrÇm”, who became his close friend88. Al-μumayyil in 1909
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85 Giora Eliraz, The Social and Cultural Conception of Mu^†afò ~Çdiq ar-RÇfi‘È,
“Asian and African Studies” (Haifa) vol. 13:2, July 1 979, p. 106. Mayy’s father,
IlyÇs ZiyÇda, as editor o f the Cairo “Al-MahrËsa” had instanced Christian “Syrian”
political identification with Muslim Turks and Arabs. During fighting between the
Ottoman State and Greece in l9l2, “Al-MahrËsa” called for Egyptians, as Ottoman
subjects, to donate to the fitting-out of the Ottoman fleet against the Greeks. ∞adÈ@
ma‘a YËnÇnÈ. A‘mÇl al-wa†aniyya al-fa‘‘Çla (“Conversation with a Greek the
Effective Acts of Patriotism”), “Al-MahrËsa” l5,October 1912 p. 3; cf. At-
Ta…ammus fÈ BayrËt (The Fighting Spirit in BayrËt), ibid. Identification of
Egyptians as Ottomans, like common Arabness, would, of course, deny that the
immigrant Ottoman Christian Syrians were marginal aliens in Egypt.
86 In the milieu of Mayy’s salon, ‡ÇhÇ was viewed as himself an Arabo-classicist as
much as Western-orientated figure, given, for example, his unbroken flow of books
and articles on such non-Egyptian classical Arabs as AbË #l-‘AlÇ’ al-Ma‘arrÈ. Mayy
correctly recognized ‡ÇhÇ’s blindness as one of the common paints she no doubt
saw religious doubt as another that enabled him to write with so much empathy
about the blind hermit of Al-Ma‘arra. Underestimating his sensitivity to his disabil-
ity, she nick-named ‡ÇhÇ “AbË al-‘AlÇ’”, drawing a reproachful letter from him.
BassÇm Man^Ër, Ma‘a iqtirÇb maw‘id mi’Çwiyyat mÈlÇd ‘amÈd al-adab al-‘arabi:
Mu'nis ‡Çha ∞usayn: AbÈ kÇna qimmatan fi #t-tafÇ‘ul wa qimmatan fÈ #l-ya’s (“As
the Centenary of the Birth of the Doyen of Arabic Literature Draws Near: Mu’nis
‡Çha ∞usayn: My Father Could Be the Acme of Both Optimism and Despair”),
“An-NahÇr" (Sydney) 19 October 1989 p. 14.
87Bi-MunÇsabat al-arba‘Èn: ba‘¬ al-kalÇm fÈ Mayy (“On the Occasion of the
Fortieth Day Since Her Death: Some Observations on Mayy”), 8 Decomber 1941;
“Wa…y” vol. 2, pp. 312-5. Az-ZayyÇt in this tribute was aware that she was educat-
ed in the ‘Ayn Tura Catholic school in KisrawÇn, Lebanon. Ibid p. 313. He saw the
grounding Lebanese and Syrian Christians received in Western languages in such
schools, and consequent influence from secular European literature and sciences as
well as the Bible, as a source of renewal for the “yellowing”, rigid Arabic literature
of Muslim Arabs, such as that patterned by Al-Azhar. Ibid. Az-ZayyÇt tried to leave
the impression that Ar-RÇfi‘È had only had a one-sided infatuation with Mayy at her
salon. Ibid., p. 315. 
88 An†Ën al-μumayyil, Az-ZayyÇt’s speech on assuming membership in the Arabic

Language Academy following Al-μumayyil’s death. Written 17 October I949;



published in Cairo his play As-Samaw'al aw wafÇ’ al-‘Arab (“As-Samaw’al

or the Loyalty of the Arabs”). The pre-Islamic Arabian Jew As-Samaw’al

Ibn ‘ÅdiyÇ’, as the embodiment of Arab faithfulness to plighted word,

refused to surrender some arms entrusted to him by Imru’ al-Qays to the lat-

ter’s enemies when they surrounded his (As-Samaw’al’s) stronghold – even

when they killed his cap red son before his eyes. Az-ZayyÇt was well aware

of other Christian Lebano-Syrian or Egypto-Syrian writers, such as Na^Èf al-

YazÈΔÈ (1800-1871) whose revival of the integral idioms of the classical

Arabs in new high literature89 came close to the preciosityof Muslim

Egyptian neo-classicists, such as Ar-RafÈ‘È. It at once moved and amused

him that Catholic Arabic scholars of Arabic he knew echoed the Muslim

Arabs’ Islam-stimulated linguistic myths, about Arabic90.One balance,
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“Wa…y” vol. 3, pp. 150-160. In this speech, Az-ZayyÇt traced many crucial or
important contributions by both neo-classicist and West-patterned modernist
Christian Lebano-Syrian writers to the renaissance of Arabic literature. Az-ZayyÇt
also had empathy for Christian Lebanese/Syrians as facing discrimination in the
Ottoman Fmpire that prodded them to migrate to Egypt and elsewhere. Ibid p. 157.
89 Az-ZayyÇt contrasted Christian neo-classicists to the modernist Christian
Lebanese-Syrian writers who originated for all Arabic-speakers adequate vocabu-
laries for “the different arts and modern inventions through [their] translations, orig-
inal works, theatre, press and commercial activities”. In the first, uncompromising-
ly neo-classicist category was the Lebanese Catholic Na^Èf al-YazÈΔÈ (1800-1871)
who in his MaΔma‘ al-ba…rayn (“The Conjunction-Place of the Two Seas”) imitat-
ed Al-∞arÈrÈ’s MaqÇmÇt, and his son IbrÇhÈm al-YazÈΔÈ’s Lu©at al-ΔarÇ’id (“The
Language of t he Newspapers”) which followed Al-∞arÈrÈ’s Durrat al-©awwÇs. Al-
YazÈΔÈ had spent his youth in service of the Amir Ba‰Èr and became Christian
Lebanon’s first leading neo-classical Arabic grammarian and writer. As Az-ZayyÇt
observed, he modelled his style upon classical Arab authors such as Al-∞arÈrÈ. Ibid
pp. 155-6. AbË Mu…ammad al-QÇsim Ibn ‘AlÈ al-∞arÈrÈ was born 1054 AD near Al-
Ba^ra and died in the city in 1112 AD: in his 50 MaqÇmÇt al-∞Çti@ Ibn HammÇm nar-
rates in ornate rhymed rose his repeated encounters with the vagabond and confi-
dence trickster AbË Zayd al-SarËΔÈ. Al-∞arÈrÈ’s Durrat al-©awwÇ^ fÈ awhÇm al-
ÆawÇ^^ (“The Diver’s Pearl in the Errors of the Elect”) is a grammatical treatise dis-
cussing the solecisms which people of education were wont to commit; it had been
edited by Thorbecke (Leipzig, 1871).
90 Az-ZayyÇt in 1950 affectionately noted Arab Christian clergymen who some-
what shared the assumption of the classical Muslims that Arabic conferred loan
words on other languages but seldom borrowed any itself. He cited attempts by his
late Arabic Language Academy colleague Fr Anastas Mari al-KarmalÈ (1866-1947)
to contrive Arabic origins for such commonplace French words as “imbecile” or
“garÀon”. Az-ZayyÇt, Al-Wa¬‘ al-lu©awÈ wa-…aqq al-mu…da@Èn fÈhi , “Wa…y” vol.
3, pp. 178-9. Az-ZayyÇt was ironical in this address but the classical philologists’
restrictive identification of Arabic with Godhead, and their reluctance to allow
word-coining subsequent to early peninsular Arabian Islam: he nonetheless was
steeped in the classicist tradition in language that he wanted to make more flexible
and saw it as having some modern Christian Arab members. “Wa…y” vol., 3 pp. 175-
185 passim. For the drive of classical Muslim scholars such as AbË ‘Ubayda and A†-



though, and something like ‡ÇhÇ, he was more interested in the Fertile

Crescent Christians’ more crucial installation of Western modernity within

Arabic, a contribution he knew was still not quite integrated91. 

Sects-neutral, secular elements of the classical Arab heritage and the com-

mon enterprise of preserving and modernizing Arabic did provide ground on

which Az-ZayyÇt could meet Christian Syrians, especially, as fellow Arabs.

The question was if this cross-sectarian cultural community did not always

readily translate into a multi-sectarian political Arab community. Citing a

1896 poem by the Maronite IbrÇhÈm al-YazÈΔÈ, which called on the Arabs to

awake instead of submitting to Turkish disdain, Az-ZayyÇt after ‘Abd an-

NÇ^ir’s 1952 Revolution projected a sense of the Christian and Muslim

Arabs as covictims of the Ottoman Turks who ultinately waged a common

fight for independence as a linguistic nation92. An†Ën al-μumayyil had let

‘Abd ar-Ra…mÇn ‘A≤≤Çm use “Al-AhrÇm” as a forum for pan-Arabism but

the Islamist Az-ZayyÇt failed even more than ‘A≤≤Çm to make the contem-

porary pan-Arab political community religiously neutral and evoke

Christlans in it. 

Prior to the 1952 Egyptian revolution, Az-ZayyÇt proved unable to him-

self realize the potentiality of politcal national community of Muslim with
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‡abarÈ to deny the existence of words of non-Arabic origin in the Qur’Çn, Von
Grunebaum, Medieval Islam, pp. 344-345. Al-KarmalÈ had been editor of the pio-
neering periodical of Arabic linguistics “Lu©at al-‘Arab” and published a short his-
tory of Baghdad, ŒulÇ^at tÇrÈÆ Ba©dÇd, George ‘Abd as-SÇlib, 7 October 1990.
91 An†Ën al-μumayyil, pp. 152-3, 155-5.
92 (Radio broadcast?) Nah¬at al-‘Arab wa-@awratuhum fÈ #l-qarn al-‘i‰rÈn (The
Renaissance of the Arabs and their Revolution in the Twentieth Century), “Wa…y”
vol. 4, p. 226. For IbrÇhÈm al-YazÈΔÈ’s part in the reawakening of Arab national con-
sciousness under the Ottomans, Hourani, Arabic Thought, pp. 276-7. Zeine N.
Zeine and Sylvia Haim argued that the Arabism affirmed by such Christians as Al-
YazÈΔÈ was meant to sap the sectarianism of their Muslim Arab compatriots as much
as Turkish rule. IbrÇhÈm al-YazÈΔÈ was a member of a group of young Christians,
many of whom had studied at the Syrian Protestant College in Bayrut, who in 1880
stuck up placards in Bayrut, Tripoli and Damascus calling on Muslim and Christian
Arabs together to expel the Turks. Zeine N. Zeine, The Emergence of Arab
Lationalism: with a Background Study of-Arab-Turkish Relations in the Near East
(Bayrut: Khayats 1966), pp. 59-65. Al-YazÈΔÈ’s appeal to the slumbering Arabs was
certainly anti-Turkish: “you have no State that offers you support in times of dis-
tress: you are of lowly status in the eyes of the Turks, your rights usurped at their
hands”: “Wahy” vol. 4, p. 266. In a view close to speculation by Zeine and Haim,
Az-ZayyÇt observed that the liberal Turkish governor of Syria Mid…at Pasha
“encouraged” such “warning cries” as YazÈΔÈ’s ode because “he nursed the anbition
to become independent in Syria as Mu…ammad ‘A1È became independent in Egypt”.
Ibid p. 267. Cf. Haim, Arab Nationalism, p. 5. Of al-YazÈΔÈ’s group, FÇris Nimr and
Ya‘qËb ~arrËf migrated to Egypt in 1885 where they founded “Al-Muqa††am” and
“Al-Muqta†af”.



Christian Arabs latent in the essentia. contributions of the latter to the mod-

ernization of Arabic and its literature. Decolonization in the Middle East in

the 1930s and 1940s activated Az-ZayyÇt’s traditional religious community

identification. In 1936 he assured a visiting Iraqi youth delegation that Egypt

would join the forthcoming Arab union because “her religion has remained

your religion and her language your language”. He depicted the struggle to

expel the alien” as bursting forth from congregational mosques: Baghdad’s

uprising occurred in the ∞aydarÆÇna Mosque, Damascus’ “anger” exploded

from the Umayyad Mosque, Jerusalem’s cry from the MasΔid al-Aq^Ç,

Cairo’s upsurge originated from the Al-Azhar Mosque93. Az-ZayyÇt depict-

ed Islam’s survival as at stake in Arab North Africa’s independence strug-

gles. Decadent France was exercising her authority to cut North Africa off

from “its two parents of Islam and Arabism”, to compel it “to assimilate to

and be lost in her, to live under a flag not its own, to speak someone else’s lan-

guage and to believe in other than its (native) religion”94. Az-ZayyÇt’s sense

of decolonization as a religious struggle against a West inimical to Islam

made him unaware of Arabic-speaking Christians at the side of the Muslim

Arabs struggling for independence. In 1945 Az-ZayyÇt accused De Gaulle’s

France of attempting to force upon “the Arabs in North Africa and Lebanon

and Syria” a French nationality the price of which was relinquishment of

“religion”95. Az-ZayyÇt’s analysis in a rough way fitted the situation of the

wholly Muslim North Africans, not all of whom spoke Arabic, and for whom

shared religion provided a ground on which to resist the French colonialists.
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93 ·abÇb al-‘IrÇq fÈ Mi^r (“Iraq’s Youth in Egypt”), 3 March 1936; “Wahy” vol. l,
pp. 299-302. 
94 Al-MuslimËna fÈ mu‘tarak al-Æu‰Ëb (“The Muslims in the Thick of the
Momentous Events”) 5 January 1948; “Wa…y” vol. 2, p. 103. Az-ZayyÇt was not
completely accurate here. The Blum-Viollette Plan had prescribed a procedure for
“assimilation” (sic) under which qualified, educated.Algerians could become
French. They did not have to abandon their Muslim legal status, an earlier condition,
in order to acguire French citizenship, although they were expected to adopt French
as their daily as well as cultural language. Irene L. Genazier, Frantz Fanon: A
Critical Study (London: Wildwood), 1973 p. 122. It was only a short time before
Az-ZayyÇt wrote that standard Arabic started to become a competitor to French as a
literary language among modernizing Algerians: French educators were as Az-
ZayyÇt imaged, trying to cut Algerians off from their parent Arabism. Some French
inspectors of primary education in the Algiers department laid it down in 1954 that
“neither dialectical Arabic, which has only the status of a patois, nor grammatical
Arabic, which is a dead language, nor modern Arabic which is a foreign language,
can constitute a compulsory subject of primary education”. Neville Barbour, A
Survey of North West Africa (The Maghrib) (London: OUP 1959), p. 240.
95 Az-ZayyÇt, Nah¬at al-‘Arab mu‰kila (“The Renaissance of the Arabs Poses a
Problem”), penned 2 July 1945; “Wa…y” vol. 3, p. 221.



However the formulation left the impression that French policy threatened

the Islam as well as Arab cultural identity of “the Arabs of Lebanon and

Syria” many of whom in actuality were non-Muslim Christians. The move-

ment for independence from French rule in Lebanon was the point enterprise

of the Maronite and Sunni Muslim political bosses after they concluded the

1943 National Pact. Under it, Christian leaders would not seek alliances with

Western powers and Muslim Lebanese would not seek union with other Arab

states. In his references to the anti-impetialist movements in Arab West Asia

in the I930s, and especially the 1940s, Az-ZayyÇt in general demonstrated

less awareness of the actual coalitions of Arab Muslims and Christians striv-

ing to wrest independence in Lebanon, Syria, Palestine and Iraq than, for

instance, the Wafdist leader Mu^†afÇ al-Na……Çs96. Az-ZayyÇt knew that half-

Christian Lebanon and Syria with its Protestant Foreign Minister were

Egypt’s main supporters when she complained to the UN Security Council in

I947, but he saw the confrontation in Islamic terms97.
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96 During a visit to Palestine in 1943, An-Na……Çs was hailed as “the Leader of
Arabism” but also got hailed in the Al-Aq^Ç mosque as the protector of “the Islamic
umma” (nation) by its imam. ∞asanayn KarrËm, ‘UrËbat Mi^r qabla ‘Abd an-NÇ^ir,
1942 – 23 July 1952 (Cairo: Al-‘ArabÈ 1981) vol. 1, pp. 20-25. However, during the
prepatory congress for the formation of the Arab League in Al exandria in
September l944, An-Na……Çs did not as he did before mention religion among the
factors for Arab unification: he was well aware that the Lebanese foreign minister,
who spoke was Christian. Ibid pp. 41-2. For An-Na……Çs’ violent protests when
France dismissed the Maronite Bi‰Çra al-ŒËrÈ’s government and Egyptian mobs
attacked French property and nationals, ibid., pp. 29-31.
97 Following the 1947 Security Council session during which Transjordan and Iraq
tacitly supported Britain, Az-ZayyÇt thanked Lebanon and Syria. The President of
Lebanon then was the Arabist Catholic Bi‰Çra al-ŒËrÈ and the Protestant Foreign
Minister of Syria FÇris al-ŒËrÈ served as Chairman of that Security Council session.
Yet Az-ZayyÇt at the time saw “the Arab nations” as “spiritually sustained” from
Islam for their struggle against i mperialism. He thanked his “friend” FÇris for his
discreet aid for Egypt’s cause, but Egypt’s delegation derived strength from the
(Islamic) crescent in its national flag, its “Book of Allah” and “the states of the Arabs
and Islam”. Az-ZayyÇt, AwliyÇ’ wa-a‘dÇ’ (“Friends and Enemies”) written 3
February 1947, “Wa…y” vol. 3, p. 226; Na…nu wa-#≤-≤Çlim amÇm al-qa¬Ç’ (“We
and the Oppressor Before the Law”), written 11 August I947, “Wa…y” vol. 3, p. 235.
FÇris al-ŒËrÈ was one of the most long-standing and ccrrunitted Arab nationalists in
Syria. In youth he was among Arabist dissidents, another was the future Sunni
President of Syria ·ukrÈ al-Quwwa†lÈ arrested by the Turkish governor μamÇl PÇ‰a
following the June 1916 Arab revolt in Al-∞iΔÇz. Al-al-ŒËrÈ served as Minister of
Finance in Fay^al’s March 1920 government in Damascus. Although he participat-
ed as a Minister of Education in a 1925 cabinet under the French, he was respected
as a veteran nationalist statesman when in Cairo in January 1945, he signed as
Syria’s Foreign Minister the Covenant of the League of Arab States. See Stephen
Hemsley Longrigg, Syria and Lebanon Under French Mandate (London: UP
1958), pp. 51, 98, 100, I74.



One exception to Az-ZayyÇt’s general unawareness of Arabic-speaking

Christians as partlcipants in political decolonization in the I940s is his 1947

statement as the first Palestine war loomed that “driving the Zionists from

the heart of Arabism is not a matter that concerns Palestine or the Muslims

alone, but a matter concerning all the Arab countries and all the Arabs,

whether Muslims or Christians, equally”. The issue is not one of religion or

race but of resistance to imperialism98. In Egypt , Copts had been taking part

in resistance to Zionism99. However, the reliqious significance of the land of

Palestine, Islamic shrines, always strongly motivated Az-ZayyÇt to resist the

establishment of a Jewish state there100. Az-ZayyÇt’s cultural and aesthetic

Arabism admitted non-Muslim Christian Arabic-speakers into an intimate

partnership to preserve and extend Arabic and its literature. For him, as had

been the case with ‘Abd AllÇh an-NadÈm in the nineteenth century, language

almost rivalled religion as a bond and definant of social groups. In the con-

text of the Arabic language he shared with Arab Christians, Az-ZayyÇt could

have an empathy for their minority experience and fears rare among Muslim

Egyptians101. However, when tho indigenous populations faced the Western
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98 Az-ZayyÇt, ~alÈbiyya min naw‘ ΔadÈd (Crusaderism of a New Kind), penned 15
December 1947; “Wa…y” vol. 3, p. 247. Az-ZayyÇt in 1934 was also aware of
Christian picipation in the “life and death struggle” of the Palestinians: MËsÇ KÇ≤Èm
al-∞usaynÈ, the recently deceased veteran Palestinian who had conducted negotia-
tions in London, had denied sectarianism”. Az-ZayyÇt, KÇ≤im al-∞usaynÈ, penned
26 March 1934; “Wa…y” vol. 1, p. 107.
99 After the outbreak of the Palestine Revolt1936, the President of the Young Men’s
Muslim Association, ‘Abd al-∞amÈd Sa‘Èd, became President of a Supreme
Committee for the Relief of Palestinian Victims that also included Dr Mu…ammad
∞usayn Haykal. The YMMA formed a special Coptic Committee, which included
Coptic politicians such as TawfÈq Dus, to conduct a fund-raising campaign for the
Palestinian Arabs within their community. Thomas Mayer, Egypt and the 1936
Arab Revolt in Palestine, “Journal of Contemporary History” v, 19:2 (April 1984)
p. 277. Although the veteran cleric Sergius declined, the Coptic Patriarch and other
Coptic religious dignitaries attended 1947 rallies against the partition of Palestine.
B.L. Carter, The Copts in Egyptian Politics (London: Croom Helm 1985), p. 109.
100 In one 1938 response to the sufferin s of the insurgent Palestinians, Az-ZayyÇt
identified the land of Palestine with ast religlous revelations and shrines, and was
really anti-British and anti-Jewish. YÇ AllÇhi li-Filas†Èn (“God’s Ruth on
Palestine”), penned 1 August l938; “Wa…y” vol. 1, pp. 452-4. Also to be noted is Az-
ZayyÇt’s characterization of the Egyptian army that was to fight the Zionists in
Palestine as “the Army of Islam”. Li-AllÇhi Δay‰u Mi^r (“May God aid Egypt’s
Army”), written 31 May 1948, “Wa…y” vol. 3, p. 253.
101 In his 1949 tribute to Al-μumayyil, Az-ZayyÇt was sensitive to the connunal
insecurity that “the bloody civil war” of 1860 bequeathed in Lebanon’s Christians
(he equated them here as “the Lebanese”!), motivating them to migrate from their
outlying villages to Bayrut, now the centre of modern foreign education, and from
there to Egypt. He compared the Christians under the Ottomans, denied access to



imperialist camp, his deepseated instinct was to evoke Islam as the rallying-

point for resistance, excluding other dimensions that anti-imperialist Arab

struggle had In the 1930s and 1940s. The simplistic, galvanizing Islamic

dimension of A…mad ∞asan az-ZayyÇt’s political pan-Arabism would turn

off most Christian. Arabs: in this failure his pan-Arabism resembled

‘A≤≤Çm’s.

Az-ZayyÇt: Contributions and Influence 

As an older-generation intellectual, Az-ZayyÇt offered new generations of

Egyptians in the 1930s, I940s and 1950s the full ardor of the impulse

towards wide supra-Arab pan-Muslim community released in the school of

μamÇl ad-DÈn al-Af©ÇnÈ and Mu^†afÇ KÇmil. He combined both the

Kamilists’ ultra-politicized drives to restructure international relatlons by

assembling a pan-Muslim bloc and the pervasive immediacy of the classical

Arabs for the books-steeped Mu…ammad ‘Abduh (especially vis-a-vis mod-

ernity). Continents-spanning pan-Islamism could becomo a mode of inter-

national politico-economic association following nationalism, if prerequi-

sites were met. Even in the late 1940s, though, Az-ZayyÇt still visualized

non-Arab Muslim populations in a vaguer and more ethnicity-blurred way

than had the Kamilists at the turn-of -century: their awareness of modern

political and economic possibilities for Muslim integration was distin-

guished in comparison. 

Az-ZayyÇt did increasingly recognise, as the Kamilists had at last so

many years before, that the Arabic-speakinc inner (nation) community was

to be more tightly integrated than the multi-national pan-Islamic camp: these

became two separated planes of association. Az-ZayyÇt’s pan-Islam

bequeathed to his Arabism, though, attitudes that posed problems for actual-

izing a sects-inclusive pan-Arab political community. 

A…mad ∞asan Az-ZayyÇt was entirely typical of acculturated intellectu-

als in finally feeling conflict with Europe and the West in general rather than

a narrow national struggle against only Britain. As his second language that

pervaded his personality, it was through French that European. Westerners

registered upon him aesthetically, as potential liberal partners and as racist

neo-crusaders. 
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Az-ZayyÇt’s Arabo-Islamic vision did not always cohere, and often he

reacted to events with little more than banal topicality. Yet it assured the suc-

cess of his pan-Arabizing role that even when mired in the atomized mun-

dane he always had more.words than ideas, was able to convey local reality

in an adaption of.9th and l0th century West Asian Arabic that built up access

to an earlier, wider universe beyond the present and beyond Egypt. Taken

individually, the elements that Az-ZayyÇt projected and synthesized were far

from unique to him among intellectuals. In regard to a new written language,

for instance, idioms and vocabulary from the classical Arabs colored most of

‡ÇhÇ’s writing also: ‡ÇhÇ, however, selected mainly the classical vocabulary

that a sizeable audience could follow, whereas Az-ZayyÇt served up classical

splinters and blocks that he often had to gloss: he was content to construct

only a small ultra-committed constituency with the resolve to complete the

jolting journey to a semi-integral Arabic that within modernity now would

fuse all ages of the Nation’s experience. Like ZakÈ MubÇrak, ‘AlÈ al-μÇrim

and ‡ÇhÇ to a lesser extent, Az-ZayyÇt offered a form of literary Arabic to

modernity that in itself embodied, was the Arab nation and its literature. It

was seized as an exhllirating expansion or liberation out of a parochial par-

ticularism and failed post-1922 political order by a section of secular-educa-

tod youth. For many whom the Egyptian government schools or deculturiz-

ing French missionary girls’ schools – left with a shaky grounding In their

language, Az-ZayyÇt’s holistic, millenia-spanning nationalist high Arabic

offered historical coherence. 

Az-ZayyÇt’s 1933 rejection of neo-Pharaonism was a distinguished lin-

guistic-nationalist definition of Egypt’s identity that unified in one totalistic

assault most of the points of dissatisfaction former or ongoing Liberal-

Constitutionalist-“As-SiyÇsa” intellectuals now felt with that identification.

The carefully-aimed assault showed his acute attunedness to modern and

West-patterned cultural endeavors of a group of thinkers with which he had

-spent more time than with any other – all the while impervious to those the-

ses incongruent with Islam. Az-ZayyÇt smashed out only the neo-Pharaonic

weak link in his acculturated clique’s overall territorial-particularist ideolo-

gy. He accurately read them as, in any case, even when linguistically eroded

by the West, basically continuous like him with the classical Arabs’ “Arab

eloquence” and thus now ripe for linguistic pan-Arab nationalism. The deci-

sive role of the inclusive Az-ZayyÇt was to combine and bring to a head the

elements for a pan-Arab aesthetic personality scattered and fragmented out

among individual writers. 

Since he was no systemizing, Islamist ideologue like Sayyid Qu†b, the

classical Arab-Islamic past Az-ZayyÇt imaged had a certain openness and

diverseness that could help integrate secularist, left or Christian Arabs into
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pan-Arab community, also. Given the influence written language had on Az-

ZayyÇt, the contribution of modern Lebano-Syrian Christians to classicist

Arabic studies and literature bonded him to them more than to the millions of

Copts in Egypt. The political context of conflict between the Arab peoples

and imperial powers, though, activated his religion-inculcated sense of the

pan-Arab nation as Islamic, making it less attractive for Christian Arabs. Az-

ZayyÇt may not have been able to bequeath a precise, hard-and-fast, Islamic

or even pan-Arab ideology but he did fire a section of the secular-educated

younger generation with a resolve to restore language patterns of the classi-

cal Arabs within new modern life. The attitude of the group that all Arabs

Were one became legitimizing orthodoxy after 1952 under ‘Abd an-NÇ^ir,

and Az-ZayyÇt’s admirers and followers found jobs or roles in such preexis-

tent institutions as the Arabic Language Academy where, clustered around

their master for the next decade, they have ever since been a force for purism

in language development. His classicist self-perceived elite with their res-

olute, detailed ideas of what the language had to become also took their

places in university departments of Arabic, in secondary and primary educa-

tion and in the Arab Socialist, pan-Arab and Islamic research and propaga-

tion institutes that ‘Abd an-NÇ^ir established. Overall, Az-ZayyÇt crucially

identified, and initiated responses to, issues of social inequality, pan-Arab

integration and Arab linguistic identity that a committed mini-elite within

the elite then carried forward with steel-hard resistance under inhospitable

As-SÇdÇt and MubÇrak, not under ‘Abd an-NÇ^ir alone. 
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